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Chapter No: 1  

Welcome to WTM Account Books 

WTM Account Books is easy-to-use, online accounting software designed for small businesses to manage 

their finances and stay on top of their cash flow. 

This user guide is designed to help you understand how to use WTM Account Books. 

If you haven’t signed up for WTM Account Books already. 

If you’ve already signed up and wish to configure your account to suit your requirements, head over to 

the Settings section to know more. 

Accessing WTM Account Books 

To access WTM Account Books, all you need is a web browser and a working internet connection. If 

you’re a mobile user, you can download the WTM Account Books application for Windows. 

Getting to Know WTM Account Books 

 Dashboard - Gives an overview of your company’s total receivables & payables and a lot more.  

 Sidebar - Allows you to switch between different modules of the product. You can raise 

estimates, invoices, etc. from the Sales module; Record expenses, bills etc. from the Purchases 

module. 

 Quick Create - Instantly create transactions with a single click. 

 Settings - Lets you access the settings section, where you can configure and customize WTM 

Account Books for your business. 

 Help & Support - The help icon gives you quick access to the help documentation or contacts our 

Support team. 

 Notifications - Notifies you on what’s happening in your client portal and also updates you on the 

new features that have been added to the product. 

 Organization - Allows you to manage/switch between multiple WTM Account Books 

organizations. 

 Recent History - View recently visited transactions. 
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Keyboard Shortcuts in WTM account Books 

Keyboard shortcuts / hotkeys enable you to use WTM Account Books with ease and convenience. You can instantly 

perform actions within the application using the keyboard shortcuts. 

Note: Press “Shift +?” to instantly view the shortcut keys in a pop-up while using WTM Account Books. 

 

 
The shortcuts in WTM Account Books are categorized based on the pages in which you can use the shortcut keys. Let’s 

look into how they are categorized. 
 
Go To Action: 

You can use these shortcuts from anywhere in the organization and they would take you to the respective page or 

perform the particular action. 

 

Say, you are looking into the Balance Sheet of an organization and you would like to quickly navigate another 

organization of yours. You can just press “Shift+O” in your keyboard from any module to view the list of organizations 

you have in WTM Account Books. 

 

You can use the following shortcut keys to navigate to a specific tab. These could be the most common actions you 

perform in your day-to-day accounting activity. 

 

Just like the Action Shortcuts, these creation actions are also common to all the modules.  
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They are: 

 

Keys Description 

 

Jump to the the Invoices tab. 

 

Jump to the the Estimates tab. 

 

Jump to the the Credit Notes tab. 

 

Jump to the the Bills tab. 

 

Jump to the the Expense tab. 

 

Jump to the the Purchase Orders tab. 

 

Jump to the the Sales Orders tab. 

 

Jump to the the Chart of Accounts tab. 

 

Open your Settings page in the current window. 

 

Navigate to your list of Organizations in WTM Account Books. 
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Module Level Actions 

Once you’ve navigated to a particular module, you can use the following shortcut keys to perform actions specific to a 

particular module (Example: Invoices/Bills). These shortcuts are applicable only to the Sales and Purchase entities. 

Let’s say you are planning to move all data from one organization to another and the Module Level Actions let’s you 

complete them really quick! Click  to export data from one organization. 

Keys Description 

 

Create a New Transaction. 

 

Print all/multiple transactions from the same module. 

 

Export all data from a particular module to your computer. 

 

Save Transactions 

 

Save and Print Transactions 

 

Edit Transaction 
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 Creation Actions 

What are keyboard shortcuts for if they don’t let you create transactions in a flash? The following shortcuts will help you 

create new transactions across various modules from anywhere in the organization. 

Keys Description 

 

Create a new Invoice. 

 

Create a new Estimate. 

 

Create a new Credit Note. 

 

Create a new Bill. 

 

Create a new Expense. 

 

Create a new Purchase Order. 

 

Create a new Sales Order. 

 

Create a new Account in your Chart of Accounts. 

 

Create New Journal 
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INSTALLATION GUIDE 

Who Should Read This Guide 

 This guide is meant for users using the in-built Web-Installer (a step-by-step installation/configuration 
wizard), which is the default and recommended method of installing WTM Account Books. 

Overview 

 This INSTALLATION Guide file describes how to install and setup WTM Account Books Application.  

 After installation, you can configure users and do other administrative tasks.  

 To install WTM Account Books ensure that you have the appropriate Pre-requisites 

 

Pre-Requisites 

 The pre-requisites are: 

 

o System Requirements & Hardware Supports 

 

 

Processor: Core* 2duo (2GHz Speed) 

OS Architecture: 32 bit or 64bit 

RAM: 2 GB 
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Important Note: If your system already has java run time environment (JRE) then please do not 

follow the further installation process. 

 

JAVA Installation Process     

 Download java setup file from java website. 

 http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp#win 

                 

 Then download java software for Windows Online that is the 1st one.  

 Then you will get popup of this window. 

 

 

 Just click on Save File. 

 You will get this popup wizard. 

http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp#win
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 Just click on “Run” Button. 

 

 

 

 

 Hit the “Install” Button. 
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 After this you will get this wizard. 

         

 

 After that you will successfully installed java, just click on Close button. 
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WTM Account Books Desktop Installation 

 

 You have to follow this link: http://wtmit.com/account for WTM Account Books Installation 

 

 
 Click on the free download on the above mentioned link Or 

 

 You can directly follow the link below to get the registration form Link: 

http://wtmit.com/account/download  

 

 
 Enter all details and click on Sign Up Button. 

http://wtmit.com/account
http://wtmit.com/account/download
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 After the successful registration “Click to start download” on the dialogue box on the screen. 

 

 
 

 After the completion of download open the browser downloaded file. 

 

 
 

 Step 1: - Go to WTM Setup File 

o Get WTM-Account-Books -bl1.exe  
o Right click on WTM-Account - Books-bl1.exe and Double click on this setup file. 

 

 

 

Note: After run this setup you will get java popup for installation (For this you should follow java setup installation 

instruction) or if your system has already installed java application, then it’s will directly go to WTM Account 

Books setup wizard.  
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 Now you can install WTM Account Books. 

 

 
 

 Click on Next Button. 

 

 

 You can see now it’s asking for WTM Account Books icon saving location. 

 Keep it’s by default, Click on Next 
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 Now it’s ready to installation, and you can click on Install button. 

 

 WTM Account Books is installing.              
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 Click on Finish. 

 Note: If you want, Browse WTM Account Books SOFTWARE installation path i.e.  

C:\Program Files \WTM Account Books. 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 After Installation you will get by default this command prompt. It’s mean, your software now stating.  
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 After this you will get one wizard for registration. 

 

 

 

 
 

 After filling this form you will come on this page for WTM Account Books login.  
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 You can enter your login Id and password for further process.  

 

 

 You have to click on WTM Account Books. 
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 This is your WTM Account book, where you can manage your company account every day. 

 

 

To run WTM Account Books application on multiple systems connected through network switch 

Allow program to communicate through window firewall (add an exception in window firewall) on the system 

where you installed WTM Account Books application. 

 

1. To allow window firewall add Tomcat7.exe (Commons Daemon Service Runner) program C:\Program 

Files\WTM Account Books\tomcat\bin\Tomcat7.exe (default installed path) 

OR  
The path specified by you and WTM Account Books\tomcat\bin\Tomcat7.exe 

 

2. You need LAN system over which computer systems are connected.  
 Configure Virtual IP network. 

 
 To configure IP network Find out your router IP address (eg 192.168.1.1), Subnet mask, default 

gateway, preferred DNS server and alternate DNS server and configure it from Internet settings. 
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WTM Account Books Online Installation 

 

 You have to follow this link: http://wtmit.com/account. 
 

 

 Go to this link: http://www.wtmit.com/account 

 

 Click on Trail & Pricing after that click on 30-days free trial. 

http://wtmit.com/account
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 Fill this form for online based accounting software. 

 

 You can see now, you are registered.  
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Uninstall Instructions 

 Go to control panel. 

 

 
 And click on uninstall a program. 

 
 Right click on WTM Account Books and uninstall. 

 Restart your system. 
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Troubleshooting 

Q: I have problem in WTM Account Books after installing new software. 

 

1. Reinstall or uninstall the program - If you are encountering problems with your computer or 

other programs after installing new software on your computer, uninstall the program and see if 

the issues persist. For uninstalling the program, go to uninstall section 

 

2. Check for software program updates or new versions - If you are using old version of WTM 

Account Books Application, just update the new version of WTM Account Books Application.  

 Run as administrator WTM Account Books. 

 Login your WTM Account Books. 

 Click on software update. 

                                
 

 You will get new version link from here, you can download and install that new version 

setup. 
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Chapter No.2 

SETTING 

Module: 1 

SETTING UP YOUR ORGANIZATION 

In this section, you can enter basic information of your organization such as address, contact information, etc.  This 

information is automatically fetched when you create estimates and invoices. 

 Organization Profile 

 Adding New Organization 

Organization Profile: To set up your organization profile, click on the gear icon present on the 

top right corner of the page and select Organization Profile. 
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In the Organization Profile page, you will come across the following fields: 

 Company Logo: The logo you upload here will be reflected in all your documents such as estimates, invoices, 

bills etc. You can simply click on ‘Upload your logo’ button, select the image file and upload it. 

Preferred Size: 240px*240px with 72 DPI. 

Maximum File Size: 1 MB. 

 Organization Name: You can edit your organization name entered during quick setup, in this field. 

 Portal URL: You can configure settings related to the Client Portal, by clicking on Change Portal Settings. You 

will be able to change the portal name, enter a banner message, enable email notification of every client portal 

activity and allow customers to forward documents from the portal. 

 Industry: Select the industry type your business falls under. 

 Business Type: Choose your Business type. For example: Sole Proprietorship, Partnership, Corporation, etc. 

 Company Address: Provide a detailed postal address along with other contact details such as phone number, 

website etc. You can add an additional remittance address. 

 Primary Contact: Change or edit the primary contact’s name and email address entered during quick set-up. If 

you wish to have multiple email addresses for an organization, click on Configure Emails and select +Add 

Additional Contact. Enter the Name and Email Address of the user you wish to add and click Save. 
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Hover the cursor next to an email address and click on Mark as primary to mark it as a primary email. Henceforth, 

every email communication (estimates, invoices etc) sent to contacts (clients or vendors) will go from this email ID by 

default. 

 

 Base Currency: When your country is set as India, your base currency is set as INR by default 

 Fiscal Year: Different companies follow different fiscal year, select the one that best suits your organization’s 

accounting and regulatory needs. 
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 Tax basis: Selecting a correct tax basis is also key in defining your post-tax financial statements. In case you are 

unsure of which kind of tax basis (Accrual or Cash) to follow, we recommend getting advice from a tax expert 

or an accountant. 

 Time Zone: WTM Account Books populates the time zone based on the location you choose during sign up. 

You can edit if required. 

 Date format: Select your preferred date format mostly prevalent in your country or specific to your 

organization. 

 Company ID: In case you wish to display your company ID on the invoice you can add it here. Company ID is 

the jurisdictional requirement for every company and is country specific. 

 Tax ID: In case you also wish to display your tax ID on the invoice you can add it here. This is specific to 

company’s regulatory requirement. 

 

Adding a New Organization 

WTM Account Books gives you the option of adding multiple organizations to your account. This way you can manage 

your various business accounts under a single WTM Account Books login and get a comparative view of the financial 

health of your group of companies. 

To add an Organization; follow these steps: 

 Click on the drop down button next to your organization’s name and click on the Manage 

Organizations option. You will be redirected to a new page. 

 Click on the New Organization button provided on the top right hand side of the screen 
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 Enter the relevant details of the new organization, click Save and you are done! 

 

Once you click on Save & Continue, you will automatically be redirected to the quick setup page of your newly created 

organization. 
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OPENING BALANCES 

While migrating from existing accounting software to WTM Account Books, you need to ensure that the transition is 

flawless, that all prevailing data such as journal entries, records, expense and income statements etc, has been recorded 

and continuity in financial statements is maintained. To ensure this, an opening balance needs to be calculated. 

WTM Account Books provides predefined list of accounts, which needs to be filled in to get the opening balance. Using 

the trial balance report in your existing accounting system, enter the credit and debit balances for all the accounts. Ensure 

that the balances are entered as on the date of migration. All bank and credit card accounts including foreign accounts 

need to be included. 

Entering Opening Balances 

To enter Opening Balances, go to More Settings as shown on the image below. Click on Opening Balances on the 

Settings page. 
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In case a particular account is not available in the predefined list you may add an account to be included in the opening 

balance. To add an account, follow these steps: 

 Go to the Accountant tab and select Chart of Accounts. 

 Click on the + New Account button and the Create Account screen will appear as shown in the screen below. 

 Provide the Account Name. 

 Mention the Account Code, if necessary. 

 Select the Account Type from the options provided. 

 Enter a description, if desired. 
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 Click on the check box to add this account on the watch list of your dashboard. This will track your account’s 

transaction and present an overview. 

 Click Save to publish and exit. 
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Users 
You can collaborate with your employees and accountants in WTM Account Books by inviting them as users and 

providing role based access. Since WTM Account Books is an online application, multiple users can access it and work 

from any location. 

 Adding Users 

 Deleting Users 

 Changing User’s Status 

 Adding Custom Roles 

 Adding Custom Fields 

 Restricting user access to a set of customers 

 

Adding Users 

WTM Account Books allows you to add users. To do this, follow the steps below: 

 Click on the Gear icon and select Users & Roles. Click on the Invite User button provided on the top right 

hand side of the Users page. 

 Enter Email address and Name of the user. 

 Choose a Role. Head to Adding Custom Roles section to know more about roles. 

 Click Send button to send the email invitation. 

 The user needs to click on the Join Account link provided in the email to gain access to the organization he is 

invited to. 

 The user can be a part of this organization by clicking on the Sign up today link provided. 

 In case the user is already registered with WTM Account Books he can login straight away to the account using 

his credentials. 

Deleting Users 

To delete a user follow these steps: 

 Click on the Gear icon and select Users from the drop-down. Hover over the user you wish to delete. 

 Hover over the row of the user you wish to delete. Click on the Gear drop-down icon as seen in the image below 

and select Delete. 

 A pop up window will appear to confirm if you wish to delete. Click OK to confirm. 
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Please Note: 

 Only an admin can delete users. 

 An admin cannot delete his or her own account. 

 At any given point of time there has to be one admin. 

Changing User’s status 

In circumstances where you don’t want to permanently delete a user but would like to prevent or restrict a user from 

accessing WTM Account Books, you can change the user’s status to inactive. This ensures that the person is no longer 

able to use WTM Account Books but remains listed as a user. You can also reactivate a user if you want him to use 

WTM Account Books again. 

To change the user’s status, follow these steps: 

 In the Users screen, hover over the row of the user you wish to reactivate or deactivate. 

 Click on the Gear drop-down icon as seen in the image below and select Mark as Inactive or Mark as Active. 
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ROLES 

You can collaborate with your employees and accountants in WTM Account Books by providing role based access. 

Since WTM Account Books is an online application, multiple users can access it and work from any location. 

 Adding Roles 

 Deleting Roles 

 Assigning Permission 

Adding Roles 

WTM Account Books allows you to add roles. To do this, follow the steps below: 

 Click on the Gear icon and select Roles. And provide permission. 
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Deleting Roles 

 Staff: has access to all modules except reports, settings and accountant. 

 Timesheet Staff: A user with this role can only log time spent on a particular project and has no access to any 

other modules. 

You can create additional roles based on your needs. To create a custom role, follow these steps: 

 Go to Roles by clicking on the Gear icon and selecting Users from the drop-down. 

 Create a role by clicking on the New Role button or click on the clone button to duplicate an existing role. 

 Configure permissions based on your needs. 

 Click Save. 

 Assign the newly created role to the users. 
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PREFERENCES 

 The Preferences section under Settings allows you to customize certain functions of WTM Account Books. 

This section is broadly divided into the General, Items, Sales & Purchases. 

 General: This section helps you in enabling certain modules in your WTM Account Books account and consists 

of generic functions provided in the modules which can be customized. 

 Items: This section consists of the preferences related to the Items module. 

 Sales: Sales section consist preferences related to Estimates, Sales Orders, Invoices, Recurring 

Invoices, Credit Notes, Delivery Note Settings, and Packaging Slip Settings. 

 Purchases: Purchases section consist preferences related to Purchase Orders. 

 General 

 Branding 

 Contacts 

 Items 

 Price Lists 

 Inventory 

 Sales 

 Estimates 

 Sales Orders 

 Invoices 

 Recurring Invoices 

 Credit Notes 

 Delivery Note Settings 

 Packing Slip Settings 

 Purchases 

 Purchase Orders 

 Custom Fields 

 Adding Custom fields to Items 

 Custom Buttons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#general
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#branding
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#contacts
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#items
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#price-lists
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#inventory
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#estimates
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#sales-orders
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#invoices
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#recurring-invoices
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#credit-notes
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#delivery-note-settings
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#packing-slip-settings
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#purchase-orders
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#custom-fields
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#item-custom-fields
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#custom-buttons
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GENERAL 

To configure the General settings, click on the Gear icon found on the top right hand side corner of the screen. You will be taken to 

the Preferences section. 

Through the General Settings, you can customize your WTM Account Books account by selecting your preferences for the various 

options provided below. 

 Select the modules you would like to enable: Check the modules to enable them. Estimates, Sales Orders, 

Purchase Orders, Timesheet modules can be enabled from here. After enabling the module, you will be able to 

use those modules in your WTM Account Books account. 

 Default account for receiving Retainer Payments: You can choose an account to deposit the retainer or 

advance sum of money, received from your customers. 

 Default account for collecting Vendor Advances: You can choose from or create a new prepaid expense 

account, record and track vendor advances. 

 Select the first day of your work week: You can choose the first day of your work week in this setting as per 

your convenience. By default, it is Sunday. 

 Attach PDF file with the link while emailing the invoice & estimates?: Check this option if you wish to 

attach a PDF copy of your invoice & estimate while emailing, leave it unchecked if you wish not to include the 

PDF file. 

 Would you like to encrypt the PDF files that you send?: Checking this option will prevent the user from  

 

1. Editing the PDF files and  

2. Converting them into other file formats. 

 Would you like to keep WTM branding on your Invoices and Estimates?: Check the option if you wish to have WTM 

branding on your invoices & estimates, leave it unchecked if you wish not to have the WTM branding. This option is only 

available in the paid plan, you will not be able to disable branding in the trial plan. 
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 Transaction Approval: This allows you to verify and approve the transactions that your employees create. Check the box 

to enable transaction approval for Sales Transactions or Purchase Transactions.  

Once enabled, you can enable or disable the following preferences by checking the box: 

 Allow approvers to approve transactions they create: Let approvers approve the transactions they create or 

submit the transactions they’ve created to let the admin approve it. 

 Notify when transactions are submitted for approval: Sends an email notification whenever a transaction is 

submitted for approval. You can send the notification for all approvers or only to one approver based on your 

preferences. 

 Notify the submitter when a transaction is approved: Sends an email notification whenever a transaction 

approved. 
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 Do you give discounts?: If you offer discounts to your customers, choose whether you offer discount At Individual Item 

level or At invoice level. Selecting At invoice level will have options from the drop down for Discount Before 

Tax and Discount After Tax. If you do not offer any discounts, choose I don’t give discounts. 

 Select any additional charges you’ll like to add: If you wish to add charges related to shipping in the sales modules, check 

the Shipping Charges option. If there are any other adjustments you like to add, check on the Adjustments option. Leave 

them unchecked if you wish not to add any. 

 Enable the option to mark your sales transaction as either Tax Exclusive or Tax Inclusive: Checking this option will 

let you mark your sales transactions as ‘Tax Exclusive’ or ‘Tax Inclusive.’ 

 I want to add a field for sales person: Check this option, if you would like to have a field for sales person operating your 

sales modules. Leave it unchecked if you wish not to have any field for the sales person. 

 Organization Address Format: Set the address formats for your organization from the placeholders provided. These will 

be displayed in the PDF only. 
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Custom Fields 

Let us ruffle through the following topics on custom fields: 

 Custom fields - Overview 

 Custom fields - Actions 

 Custom fields - Labels 

 Custom Fields - Limitations 

Custom fields - Overview 

Custom Fields in WTM Account Books allow you to quickly and easily add data against fields created by you. For example, let us 

consider that you are the owner of a bakery. You will have to buy 50 Kegs of flour every month for baking cakes. You might want to 

have a custom field called ‘Quantity’ against which you can enter the value “50 Kegs”. In this case, the Label Name will 

be ‘Quantity’ and the Data Type will be ‘Text’. 

Note: 

 Custom fields for all supported modules will only be available for organizations created after 22nd November 2015. 

 For the older organizations, this feature will only be available for the Expenses and Payments Received modules.  

Taking the Expenses module as an example, this is the method by which you can create custom fields from the Preferences section: 

 Click on the Gear icon and navigate to Preferences -> Expenses -> Custom Fields -> +New Custom Field. 

The 12 data types supported by WTM Account Books are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#overview
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#actions
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#labels
https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/preferences.html#limitations
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Data Type Name Description 

Text Enter a word or a short phrase against the field name. 

Email Enter an email address against the field name. 

URL Enter a URL to a file or a website against the field name. 

Phone Enter a contact number against the field name. 

Number Enter any positive or negative number against the field name. 

Decimal Enter any positive or negative decimal number against the field name. 

Amount 
The amount you enter will be displayed along with the currency you wish to display. It 

may be your organization’s base currency or the currency for that particular transaction. 

Percent Enter a value to denote a percentage against the field name. 

Date Select a date from the calendar for this field. 

Checkbox 
You can add a checkbox with a small text or description to tell what it is for. For 

example, it may be used to confirm an action or make a choice. If it is selected, the value 

‘true’ is passed, if not ‘false’ is passed. 

Auto-Generate 

Number 

While creating transactions, you can create a custom field with this data type if you wish 

to automatically generate the data. For example, you can create a custom field 

called ‘Expense Reference’ and enter the values as shown in the image below, 
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Data Type Name Description 

 
Henceforth, for every expense you create, this field will be generated automatically. 

Drop-down Enter a set of options for a field and select them from a drop-down. 

 

 

 Default Value: The value entered in this field will be displayed by default for this field. You can always 

change it while creating the transaction. 

 Preview: You will be able to see how the custom field will look like, when creating a transaction. 

Finally click on Save to save the custom field. 

 

Custom Fields - Limitations 

Kindly note that adding custom fields of different data types have some limitations. 

The maximum number of custom fields that can be created for each data type is mentioned inside the ( ): 

For easy understanding let’s split the data types into four sections. 

 

Section 1 

 Text(20) 

 Auto-Generate Number(1) 

 Email(2) 

 URL(2) 

 Phone(2) 

 Dropdown(5) 

Note: Sum of the custom fields created for the above mentioned data types should not exceed 20. 

Section 2 

 Number(8) 

 Date(4) 

Note: Sum of the custom fields created for the above mentioned data types should not exceed 12. 
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Section 3 

 Amount(4) 

 Decimal(4) 

 Percent(2) 

Note: Sum of the custom fields created for the above mentioned data types should not exceed 4. 

Section 4 

 Checkbox(3) 

Note: Sum of the custom fields created for the above mentioned data types should not exceed 3. 

Adding Custom fields for Items 

The default input fields you come across while creating an item such as the item name, price, etc. is designed to 

capture information that is common to all businesses. But, apart from the available fields, you would want to store 

additional information that is unique to your business. Custom fields for items will allow you to do that. 

With custom fields, you can receive input in different forms such as number, text, email, etc. 

You can also choose whether you want your custom field to be one of the following: 

 Drop-down 

 Checkbox 

 Date selector 

 Automatic number generator 

Let’s take an example where you supply printing paper to small and medium businesses. You sell different types of 

paper based on your customer’s requirements. 

You would usually want to enter more information about your items apart from item name and price. You would 

want to display information such as Net weight, Quality of the paper, number of sheets per pack, etc. 

You can create custom field with drop-down data type and enter all the available options for Net. Weight, Quality 

of paper, etc. So, while creating an item, you can choose the net weight or quality of the paper from the drop-down 

menu. This will save you time and will also reduce the margin or error during input. 

Note: As of now, you can display only a maximum of 5 custom fields in an invoice. 
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Creating item custom fields 

To create custom fields for items, 

 

 Click on Settings, head to Preferences and click on Items. 

 Click on the + New Custom Field link present under the Additional information section. 

 A pop-up will appear on the screen. 

 Enter the name of the custom field in the Label Name field and choose appropriate data type (Number, 

Text, etc.) 

 Now, choose whether you want this input field to be made mandatory while creating a transaction, by 

configuring the “Is Mandatory” field. 

 You can then decide whether you wish to display/hide the custom field while creating transactions. 

 If you choose the option Yes, you will further get options to choose the type of transactions where you wish 

to display the custom field. During several instances, you might want an item custom field only under a 

sales or a purchase transaction. In that case, you can choose to display the custom field in Sales, Purchases, 

or both. 

 Once done, you can choose whether you wish to display the custom field and its value by configuring 

the Show in all PDF section. 

 Click Save to add your newly created custom field. 

Adding information to custom fields 

Adding additional information to your items can be done in two ways: 

While creating an item 

 Click on the Items tab from the left sidebar and click on + New item. 

 Enter the item name and unit. 

 You can edit the data for the custom field under the custom field textbox. 

 Enter the rate for the item and choose a tax to be associated with this item and hit Save. 

Now, when you include the item in your estimate/invoice, you will see the custom field and the related value 

displayed as a column in the item table. 

While creating an invoice 

 Click on Item tab on the navigation pane and choose Item. 

 Click on + New Item and enter the customer name and add items which you wish to invoice. 
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 The custom field will be displayed in your invoice creation page, as shown in image below: 

 

 

Editing an item field 

An item custom field can be edited in two ways: 
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 You can edit an item field by clicking on it. Clicking on the item field will open a pop-up window, where 

you can edit the name of your custom field, data type, make it mandatory, and your preference to show/hide 

the custom field in all PDF. 

 

Deleting an item field 

To delete an item custom field, 

 Go to the Items section under Preferences and click on the custom field which you wish to delete. 

 A pop-up window will appear on the screen. 

 
 Click on the Delete this Custom Field option from the bottom corner of the window. 

Note: A custom field cannot be deleted if it is used while creating a transaction. 
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CURRENCY 

In case your organization sells products or provides services to customer from different countries, you can add those 

currencies and exchange rates you deal with, to your WTM Account Books account. 

 Adding New Currency 

 Edit Currency 

 

 

Adding New Currency 

To add a new currency, follow these steps: 

 Click on the Settings icon found on the top right hand side corner of the screen and click on More Settings. 

Click on Currencies. 

 Click on the Add New Currency button on the top. 

 Select the Currency Code from the drop down provided. 

 As per the Currency Code you select, the Currency Symbol, Decimal Places and Format will be auto filled. You 

can change this according to your preference. 

 Click Save to add the currency. 
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Edit Currency 

You can edit the currency by simply clicking on the desired currency row and make changes on the Edit currency pop up 

screen. For every currency you add, you have to provide an exchange rate for your base currency for calculation purpose. 

These exchange rates for each currency have to be added manually to your WTM Account Books accounts at periodic 

times. Updated exchange rate entries will help in accurate calculation of currency gain or loss. 

To update exchange rate for a currency, follow these steps 

 Click on the Settings icon found on the top right hand side corner of the screen and click on More Settings. 

Click on Currencies. 

 On the Edit pop up, you can edit the data entered in the Edit Currency window or if you wish to add the 

exchange rate for that currency, click on the Add Exchange Rate button provided on the bottom, right hand 

side. 

 In the exchange rate pop up window, click on the Date field and select the date for which the exchange rate is 

being entered. 

 Enter the desired exchange rate. 

 Click Save to add the exchange rate. 
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TAXES 

 
Your business’ financials are affected by regulatory taxes and each organization has different country specific taxes to 

adhere to. You may have added Taxes in the Quick Setup section. You can edit or add further Taxes through the Settings 

section. 

 Adding New Taxes 

 Editing Taxes 

 Adding a New Tax Group 

 

Adding New Taxes 

To create or add a new Tax, follow steps as below: 

 Click on the Settings icon found on the top right hand side corner of the screen and click on Taxes. 

 To add a new tax, click on + New Tax. 

 Provide a Tax Name. 

 Enter the relevant Rate in %. 

 Define if the tax has to be charged at compound rate. 

 Enable the checkbox if your newly created tax is going to be a compound tax. 

 Click Save. 
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What is a Compound Tax? 

In some countries you might have to collect more than one tax from your customers. It is for you to pay to your local 

province and another to the federal authority. 

In certain cases, the provincial tax is applied on the total that includes the item or invoice amount as well as the federal 

tax amount. Such taxes are called as Compound Taxes. 

 

Editing Taxes 

To edit an existing Tax follow steps as below: 

 Click on the Settings icon found on the top right hand side corner of the screen and click on More Settings. 

Click on Taxes. 

 In the Edit Tax screen, edit the desired fields such as Tax Name, Rate and select if it is a compound tax. 

 Click Save for the changes to take effect. 
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 If this tax has already been applied in some transactions, you will asked to confirm if you wish to update the new 

tax rate in those transactions as well. 

Adding a New Tax Group 

It is customary in some countries to club some taxes under a common head. In such cases you will have to create Tax 

Group which will fulfill this regulatory requirement. To create a Tax Group follow steps as below: 

 Click on the Settings icon found on the top right hand side corner of the screen and click on More Settings. 

Click on Taxes. 

 Click on the + New Tax Group option present on the top right corner. 

 Provide a Tax Group Name. 

 Select the taxes to be clubbed together by clicking on the check box, next to the desired taxes. 

 Click Save to add new tax group. 
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Module.2 

TEMPLATES 

Choose and customize templates in WTM Account Books. Customize color, font, font sizes and a lot more in the 

templates. Select information that needs to be shown or change text for the labels. 

 Common-to-All Modules Customization 

 Template Properties 

 Header 

 Item Table 

 Total 

 Footer 

 Module Specific Customization 

 Estimate 

 Sales Order 

 Delivery Challans 

 Invoice 

 Credit Note 

 Purchase Orders 

 Bills 

 Vendor Credit 

 Creating Templates 

 Clone Templates from one module to another 

 

General Info 

Sections that can be customized in templates. 

1) Template Properties 

2) Header 

3) Item Table 

4) Total 

5) Footer 
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To customize templates, 

 Go to  > Templates. 

 Here you can choose the module for which you wish to customize the template for, 

 

o Estimate 

o Sales Order 

o Delivery Challans 

o Invoice 

o Credit Note 

o Purchase Orders 

o Bills 

o Vendor Credit    

 

 You can either customize the pre-loaded templates or add a new template by selecting the +New button on 

the New Template section. The new template option will allow you to create a template by asking you to 

choose one of pre-loaded templates as the base.   

 To edit a template, hover over the template you wish to edit and select the Edit button. 

 After editing, press the Save button to save the changes. 

 

Common-to-All Modules Customization 

Here are the common-to-all customizations that can be done in all the above mentioned modules. 
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 Template Properties 

This allows you to change the look of the template. From background color, font sizes and colors to adding a background 

image can be done here. Also allows you to change the way your company address and customer’s name looks.  

     

Customizations Present:                                                                                   
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HEADER 

This allows you to change the look of the header and the information present in the document. Customize the background 

image, position and even the header content. If it’s a multi-page document, choose if the header should repeat or not. 

Also customize the labels and layout for the information present. 

 

Customizations Present: 
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Document Information: 

If you wish to hide any of the fields from the template, check the box present next to the field off. 
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ITEM TABLE 

This allows you to show or hide columns related to items and customize those labels. Also you can customize the way 

item table looks, from table header to item row and description. 
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Customizations Present 

Table Column Width  

The Item Table Column’s width of your template can be adjusted in WTM Account Books to perfectly fit in the 

appropriate information in the respective column. So, when you send out invoices or estimates to your customers for 

sales transactions, it looks just the way you want it to look.  

For example, you might have created additional custom fields in your Item Table based on your organization’s 

requirements. In such a case you might want to adjust the Item Table proportionately with the other columns. You can 

adjust them and customize your template based on your preferences! 

To customize the table column width:  

 Click the Gear icon in the top right corner of your window. 

 Select Templates and choose a module from the tab.  

 Click the Edit button on the template you wish to edit. 

 Click Customize Table Cell Width and you can edit the size of the columns.  

 Click Continue in the pop-up to enable the option to customize the column width. 
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 Use the Numeric-Up-Down control to increase or decrease the width or you can just type the value in the width 

field.  

 Click Preview to verify the changes.  

 Click Save.  

 

 

Note: In case you are new to WTM Account Books, the option to adjust Table Column Width will be enabled by default. 

Labels 

Serial Number, Item, Description, Quantity, HSN/SAC, Rate, TAX(%), Tax Amount, Discount, Amount, are the field 

labels that can be renamed as your wish. If you wish to hide any of the fields from the template, check the box present 

next to the field off. 
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 TOTAL 
This allows you to show or hide labels related to the Total section and customize those labels. Also you can customize 

the way Total section looks. 

Customizations Present 

Labels 

Show Total Section, Sub Total, Shipping Charges, Adjustment, Total, Item in Total, Show amount in words are the field 

labels that can be renamed as you wish. If you wish to hide any of the fields from the template, check the box present 

next to the field off. You can also customize the position of currency symbol to be before or after the amount. At times, 
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you might need to show the number of items on the transaction. Checking the Quantity box will help you in showing the 

number of items present. 

                                                                           

 

FOOTER 

 This allows you to customize labels related to Notes, Terms & Conditions, Signature. Also you can customize 

the way the content related to Notes, Terms & Conditions by adjusting their font size. 

 Signature is available in all the modules except for Purchase Orders. You can enable the signature field by 

checking the box next to the signature label field. Customize the label if you wish and add an image for the 

signature if required. 
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 Footer content can be added by selecting the Customize your footer content and customized by adjusting font 

size, color and background color. 

 Background image can be added for the footer section and can be positioned by selecting the option from the 

drop down. 

 For a multi-page document, you can choose to show the page numbers on the document. Check the Show Page 

Number box to enable it. 
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Module Specific Customization 
Apart from the common customization available in different modules, there is specific customization provided for every 

module. 

Estimate 

 In the Estimate module, the Expiry Date field under Header section is added. You can choose to show/hide the 

field by checking the box on or off and customize the label name. 
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Invoice 

 In the invoice module, the option to add a Payment Stub is provided under Template Properties. Check the Do 

you want to use a ‘payment stub’ box to enable it. The labels for Payment Stub and Amount Enclosed can be 

customized. 

 The Terms field has been added under Header & Document Information. This will show the payment terms 

information on the invoice. You can choose to show/hide the field by checking the box on or off and customize 

the label name. 

 You can also choose to show the status as a stamp on the invoices by checking the Show Status Stamp option 

under Header & Document Information. 

 Paid, Partially Paid, Void and Draft are the statuses shown. This will be shown only in the PDF and not in the 

preview 
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. 
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 For the Total section, Shipping Charges, Hours in Total under Quantity (for projects) are added. You can 

also choose to show Payment Details which will have Payment Made, Credits Applied, Amount Withheld, 

Write Off Amount & Balance Due fields under it. Also, you choose whether to show the Tax summary table, 

which displays a summary of the tax applied to the line item in your invoice. You can choose to show/hide the 

field by checking the box on or off and customize the label name. 

 

 In the Footer, you can choose to show the Online Payment Options by checking the Online Payment 

Link box. In case you do not have the option and would opt for a bank transfer or any other offline means, you 

can add the required details on the template by selecting the Add your bank details option. This will be 

displayed below the customer notes.

 

Purchase Order 

 In the Purchase Order module, the usual Customer Name section has been changed as Vendor Name section 

under Template Properties. Font color and size can be customized. 

                                     

 The Shipment Preference field under Header section is added. You can choose to show/hide the field by 

checking the box on or off and customize the label name. 
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Sales Order 

 In the Sales Order module, the Delivery Method field under Header & Document Information section is 

added. You can choose to show/hide the field by checking the box on or off and customize the label name. 

                           

Credit Note 

 For the Total section, you can also choose to show Payment Details which will have Credits Used, Refund, 

Credits Remaining fields under it. You can choose to show/hide the field by checking the box on or off and 

customize the label name. 
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DELIVERY CHALLAN 

 
A Delivery Challan is created in situations where goods are being transported from one place to another which may or 

may not result in sales. Example: Transfer of goods from the Head Office to its branches. 

 

 

Bill 

Bills which exclusively contain provisions for imposition and abolition of taxes, for appropriation of moneys out of the 

Consolidated Fund, etc. 
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VENDOR CREDITS 

Credit is the trust which allows one party to provide money or resources to another party where that second party does 

not reimburse the first party immediately (thereby generating a debt), but instead promises either to repay or return those 

resources (or other materials of equal value) at a later date 
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Clone Templates from one module to another 

You might follow a certain standard template for all your business documents; you need not go to each and every module 

to create it. You can simply clone the template of your choice, from one module to another. 

To clone a template: 

 Click on the Gear icon on the home screen of WTM Account Books. 

 Select Templates from the panel that appears. 

 Select the module from the left panel, from where you wish to clone the template. 

 Hover over the template and find the Gear icon next to Edit button. 

 Click on the Gear icon and select a module from Clone as option , to clone the template 
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WAREHOUSES 

Managing multiple warehouses has never been so easier. WTM Inventory has a sleek multi-warehouse system that 

allows you to track and manage your inventory, seamlessly across different locations. 

The Warehouses module in Settings allows you to do the following tasks: 

 Enable & create warehouses 

o Enable multiple warehouse management 

o Add a new warehouse 

 Manage warehouses 

o Edit a warehouse 

o Delete a warehouse 

o Mark a warehouse as primary 

o Mark a warehouse as Inactive 

o Mark an inactive warehouse as Active 

Enable multiple warehouses 

Follow these steps to enable multi-warehouse management in WTM Account Books. 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon from the top-right corner of WTM Account Books. 

 Select More Settings from the drop-down. 

 On the left pane, select Warehouses. This will take you to the page where you can enable multi-warehousing. 

 Click on the Enable Multi-Ware house button. Your organization will now have support for multi-warehouse 

management. 
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Add a new warehouse 

To add a new warehouse to your organization, 

 Click on the new button in the New Warehouse card. 

 

 

 

 Enter the details for your new warehouse and click on Save. Your new warehouse will now be saved. 
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 Your warehouses page will be similar to the screenshot below once you’ve set it up properly. 

 

Mark a warehouse as primary 
By default, the first warehouse which is available when you enable multiple warehousing features will be set as the 

Primary Warehouse. To set another warehouse as the primary one, 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon from the top-right corner of WTM Account Books. 

 Select More Settings from the drop-down. 

 On the left pane, select Warehouses. 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon at the bottom of the warehouse card. 
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 Select Mark as primary in the dropdown. 

 Confirm your selection in the pop-up that follows. The warehouse will now be marked as the primary warehouse 

 

Mark a warehouse as Inactive 
To mark a warehouse as Inactive, 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon from the top-right corner of WTM Account Books. 

 Select More Settings from the drop-down. 

 On the left pane, select Warehouses. 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon at the bottom of the warehouse card. 

 

 Select Mark as Inactive in the dropdown. 

 The warehouse will now be marked as Inactive and won’t be available for transactions. 

Mark an inactive warehouse as Active 

To mark an inactive warehouse as Active, 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon from the top-right corner of WTM Account Books. 

 Select More Settings from the drop-down. 

 On the left pane, select Warehouses. 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon at the bottom of the warehouse card. 
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 Select Mark as Active in the dropdown. 

 The warehouse will now be marked as active and will be available for transactions 

Edit a warehouse 

To edit details of an existing warehouse, 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon from the top-right corner of WTM Account Books. 

 Select More Settings from the drop-down. 

 On the left pane, select Warehouses. 

 Click on the Edit button at the bottom of the warehouse card. 

 Make all the necessary changes and click on Save. 
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Delete a warehouse 

To delete a warehouse, 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon from the top-right corner of WTM Account Books. 

 Select More Settings from the drop-down. 

 On the left pane, select Warehouses. 

 Click on the gear (Settings) icon at the bottom of the warehouse card. 

 

 

 

 Select Delete in the dropdown. 

 Confirm your selection in the pop-up that follows. The warehouse will now be deleted. 
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Module.3 

AUTO NUMBERS 

Generate an automatically incremented numeric counter. 

 

 

 Edit Quote auto numbering:  

You can add your Quotation number manually or continue with auto generate. 

 

 Edit Sales Order auto numbering: 

You can add your Sales Order number manually or continue with auto generate. 
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 Edit Invoice auto numbering: 

You can add your Invoice number manually or continue with auto generate. 

 

 

 Edit Credit Note auto numbering: 

You can add your Credit Note number manually or continue with auto generate. 
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 Edit Purchase Order auto numbering: 

You can add your Purchase Order number manually or continue with auto generate. 

 

 

 Edit Vendor Credit auto numbering: 

You can add your Vendor credit number manually or continue with auto generate. 

 

 

 Edit Delivery Challan auto numbering: 

You can add your Delivery Challan number manually or continue with auto generate. 
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ITEM MEASURE UNIT 

You can create your own measurement unit from here. 

  

Im going to add KG measurement unit. 
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Even you can delete this measurement unit if not required for your business. 

  

Now you can see this, in new item create field for item measurement.  
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PAYMENT TERM 

You can create payment term as per your business and relation with customer.  

  

  

Even you can delete or edit this section. 
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After adding you can see this in customer TAB in Other Details. 
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SALES PERSON 

You can create new SALES PERSON over here.  Also you can delete or edit this. 
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PAYMENT MODE 

If you want any other payment mode, then you have to create here, after that this new payment mode name will be reflect 

in customer and supplier payment fields.   

  

Create new payment mode: you can create, delete and edit “Payment Mode” from here. 
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REPORT FOLDER 

 

You can create new report as per your requirement.  

  

Create New Report Folder 
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Now you can check your report as per you. 
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Chapter.3 

DASHBOARD 

Dashboard is the first thing you’ll see when you log into your WTM Account Books account. The dashboard 

gives you a clear picture of your company’s finances. 

 

The dashboard in WTM Account Books has the following sections: 

 Total Receivables 

 Total Payables 

 Cash Flow 

 Income and Expense 

 Your Top Expenses 

 

Total Receivables 
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The Total Receivables section displays how much money your customers owe you. The section is divided into two 

parts: 

 Current - The amount you’re yet to receive for invoices that hasn’t crossed the payment due date. 

 Overdue - The amount you’re yet to receive for invoices that have crossed the due date. 

 

 

Total Payables 
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The Total Payables section displays how much money you owe your vendors. This section is divided into two parts: 

 Current - The amount you’re yet to pay for purchase transactions that hasn’t crossed the payment due date. 

 Overdue - The amount you’re yet to pay for purchase transactions that have crossed the due date. 

 

Cash Flow 

 

The Cash Flow section helps you analyze the cash flowing in and out of your organization with graphs. These graphs are 

generated based on the cash flow report of your organization. 

 Cash as on “Date”: This displays the cash you had at the beginning and the end of your fiscal year. 

 Incoming: This displays the cash earned through sales transactions. 

 Outgoing: This displays the cash spent for purchase transactions. 
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Income and Expense 

 

The Income and Expense section displays the Total Income and the Total Expenses of your organization. 

 Total Income: This displays the amount received through Sales transactions and bank deposits. 

 Total Expenses: This displays the amount spent through Purchases transactions and bank withdrawals. 

Clicking on the bar graph will redirect you to the Profit and Loss report from where this information is fetched 
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Your Top Expenses 

 

 

 

This section displays your top expenses across different categories in the form of a pie chart. These pie charts are 

generated based on the Expense by Category report of your organization. 
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Chapter No.4 

CUSTOMER & SUPLLIER 

Module: I 

CUSTOMER 

Customers buy goods and services from your business. Once you mark a contact as a customer in WTM Account Books, 

you can transact with them via invoices, sales orders, payment receipts and shipments. 

 

Creating customers 

To create a customer, 

 Click on the quick create button (the + button on the LHS) or the +New button provided on the top-right corner. 

 Provide the appropriate details in the New Customer form. 
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The contact creation page is split into five major sections such as, 

 Primary Information section 

 GST & Payment Details section 

 Address section 

 Custom Fields section 

 Notes section 

Primary Information section: 

It is the section where all the details as shown below are recorded and stored. 

 Primary Contact: It refers to the main contact to which all invoices and orders will be sent. 

o You can add more information about the contact from the contact details page. 

 Company Name: Provide a valid Company Name. Make sure it is the official name of the contact’s company. 

 Contact Display Name: WTM Inventory populates the display name based on what you entered in 

the Name and the Company Name fields. 

o You may retain it or change to the display name of your choice. 

o The company name and the contact display name can be same or different based on your choice. 

 Email: Enter a valid email ID. All your correspondences with this contact will be directed to this email ID. 

 Phone: Add work phone and mobile number of your contact here. 

 Website: Add the website associated with your contact. 

 Contact Type: Choose Supplier by clicking on the checkbox near it. 
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Tax & Payment Details Section: 

You can enter customer currency and payment terms here. This section also includes provisions to enter the tax details of 

the contact. 

 Currency: Select from the drop down list the desired currency for transactions to be associated with this 

contact. 

o In case you wish to add a new currency, you may select the + New Currency option from the drop 

down list. 

 A ‘New Currency’ window opens up. 

 Fill in the required details such as Currency Code, Currency Symbol, Decimal places and 

Format. 

 Click on ‘Save and Select’ to add and make it a default currency. 

 Important Note: Please ensure that you associate the right currency for the contact as this 

cannot be changed once you have started your transactions with the customer. 

 Price List: You can associate a price list for this contact. This will be reflected on all the orders associated to 

this contact. 

 Payment Terms: Select the payment terms you wish to associate for this customer. 

o You can select from the pre-defined term options provided or add a custom term of your choice. 

o To add a term of your choice, click on the + Configure Term option provided on the drop down list. 

 A new Add Payment Term window appears. 

 Add the Number of days as per your terms and provide a display title for the same. 

 Click Save to add your custom terms. 

 Important Note: Certain country specific editions of WTM Inventory like US, UK , IND etc. will also 

have Tax/VAT fields and options for a customer. 
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Address Section: 

The billing and shipping addresses of the contact can be provided here. 

 Billing address: Enter the billing address of the contact where the bill / invoice needs to be sent. 

 It can be different from the shipping address (where the goods are sent) or same as the shipping address (most 

common). 

 If the Billing Address and Shipping Addresses are the same then click on the option called ‘Copy billing 

address’ that is available above the shipping address. 

 The Attention field can be used to make it clear when the correspondence or package reaches an organization’s 

mail room who the intended recipient is. 
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Remark/Notes 

 You can view the custom fields you have added in your contact preferences here. Fill up the necessary details. 

Learn more about contact preferences here. 
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Edit 

We can edit customer details from edit button 

 

 

New Transaction 

You Can Create Your Invoice Or Convert Direct From New Transaction.  
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More 
 After creating your customer you can directly convert to clone or inactive mode also if you want you can delete this 

customer list from your inventory.  
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Module. II 
SUPPLIER 
 
Vendors sell goods and services to your business. Once you mark a contact as a vendor in WTM Account Books, you can 

transact with them via bills, purchase receives and purchase orders. 

 

Creating Supplier 

To create a Supplier, 

 Click on the quick create button or the +New button provided on the top-right corner. 

 Provide the appropriate details in the New Customer form. 
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The contact creation page is split into five major sections such as, 

 Primary Information section 

 GST & Payment Details section 

 Address section 

 Custom Fields section 

 Notes section 

Primary Information Section: 

It is the section where all the details as shown below are recorded and stored. 

 Primary Contact: It refers to the main contact to whom all invoices and orders will be sent. 

o You can add more information about the contact from the contact details page. 

 Company Name: Provide a valid Company Name. Make sure it is the official name of the contact’s company. 

 Contact Display Name: WTM Inventory populates the display name based on what you entered in 

the Name and the Company Name fields. 

o You may retain it or change to the display name of your choice. 

o The company name and the contact display name can be same or different based on your choice. 

 Email: Enter a valid email ID. All your correspondences with this contact will be directed to this email ID. 

 Phone: Add work phone and mobile number of your contact here. 

 Website: Add the website associated with your contact. 

 Contact Type: Choose Vendor by clicking on the checkbox near it. 
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Tax & Payment Details section: 

You can enter Vendor currency and payment terms here. This section also includes provisions to enter the tax details of 

the contact. 

 Currency: Select from the drop down list the desired currency for transactions to be associated with this 

contact. 

o In case you wish to add a new currency, you may select the + New Currency option from the drop 

down list. 

 A ‘New Currency’ window opens up. 

 Fill in the required details such as Currency Code, Currency Symbol, Decimal places and 

Format. 

 Click on ‘Save and Select’ to add and make it a default currency. 

 Important Note: Please ensure that you associate the right currency for the contact as this 

cannot be changed once you have started your transactions with the customer. 

 Price List: You can associate a price list for this contact. This will be reflected on all the orders associated to 

this contact. 

 Payment Terms: Select the payment terms you wish to associate for this customer. 

o You can select from the pre-defined term options provided or add a custom term of your choice. 

o To add a term of your choice, click on the + Configure Term option provided on the drop down list. 

 A new Add Payment Term window appears. 

 Add the Number of days as per your terms and provide a display title for the same. 

 Click Save to add your custom terms. 

 Important Note: Certain country specific editions of WTM Inventory like US, UK etc. will also 

have GST fields and options for a customer. 
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Address Section: 

The billing and shipping addresses of the contact can be provided here. 

 Billing address: Enter the billing address of the contact where the bill coming from. 

 If the Billing Address and Shipping Addresses are the same then click on the option called ‘Copy billing 

address’ that is available above the shipping address. 

 The Attention field can be used to make it clear when the correspondence or package reaches an organization’s 

mail room who the intended recipient is. 

 

 

Remark/Notes 

 You can view the custom fields you have added in your contact preferences here. Fill up the necessary details. 

Learn more about contact preferences here. 
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EDIT 

We can edit vendor list from here 
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New Transaction 

You Can Create Your Bill, Expense, Purchase Order, Bill payment, Vendor Credit Journals Directly from New 

Transaction.  

 

More:  After creating your customer you can directly convert to clone or inactive mode also if you want you can 

delete this customer list from your inventory.  
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Chapter No.5 

ITEMS 

Items are the products or services that you sell to your customers. You can also purchase these items from your preferred 

vendor, in the case of a reseller-based business, for example. Create and manage the items you deal with in your business 

and also create price lists for specific clients. 

 

Object:  

 Items 

 Composite Items 

 Price List 

 Item Adjustment 

Managing Items 

 Creating a New Item 

 Importing & Exporting Items 

 Other Actions 

 

Managing Items 

Follow the simple steps mentioned below to create, edit and manage the items dealt in your business. 
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Creating a New Item 

Create a new item that could be a product you sell or a service you render to your customers. 

To create a new item: 

 Click on the Items module from the sidebar. 

 To create a new item, click on the + New Item button placed above the items window. 
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 The pop-up form to fill-in the details for a new item appear. 
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 Select the Type of the item, whether it is Goods or Service. 
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 Fill-in the Name of the item to be created 

 Select the Unit amount from the dropdown. 

 Enter the HSN/SAC Code that is associated with the item. If you choose the Item Type as Goods, you will 

have to enter the HSN Code. If you choose the item type as Service, you will have to enter the SAC Code. 

Note: Click the Search icon next to the HSN Code or SAC field to search and find the HSN or SAC code for the 

respective item. 

 Click on the Upload Image box to upload the image of the item. This feature is not available by default. Check 

the box for Sales Information or Purchase Information for the category under which you wish to save your 

item. 

 If you are creating a new Sales Item: 

 Check only the Sales Information box. 

 Enter the Rate of the item. 

 Select the account you wish to record your sales in, from the Accounts dropdown. 
 

 

 Select whether the item is Taxable or Non-Taxable under Tax Preference. If you have added taxes already, 

select the tax from the drop-down. 

 

 

 Note down any important description about the item you wish to save under the Description text box 

and click on Save to create a new sales item. 

 If you are creating a new Purchase Item: 

 P.S: You can create a new purchase item,  

 Check only the Purchase Information box. 

 Enter the purchase rate of the item. 

 Select the account you wish to record your purchase in, under the Accounts dropdown. 
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 Enter the desired account name for the new purchase account to be created and add detail to the account 

if you wish to in the Description field. Check the Make this a sub-account option and select a parent 

account, if you wish to create it as a sub-account. 

 Click on Save and Select to add the new purchase account to the list and to select it for the new 

purchase item. 

 Click on Save to create a new purchase item. 

 Select default Tax Rates preferences for intra state and interstate transactions for the item. 

              Tax rate will be auto-fetched if you have already configured them under Default Tax Preference. 

 If both the Sales and Purchase boxes are checked, the inventory tracking option would appear in the form to 

add your items for tracking inventory. Learn more about Inventory Tracking 
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Importing & Exporting Items 

 

 You will be navigated to a new window wherein you can choose either a .csv, .tsv or .xls file to be uploaded. 

 Under Duplicate Records, select Skip if you do not want the new items from the import to replace the similar 

existing items, or select Overwrite if you want the new items from the import to replace the similar existing 

items. 

 Select the character encoding involved from the drop down. By default, the character encoding is set to UTF-

8 (Unicode). 

 

 Click on Next to map the fields of the file you have chosen, to the fields in WTM Invoice. The column headers 

of your file may differ from the ones in WTM Invoice, so you would have to carefully match them. 

 The mandatory fields to be mapped will be highlighted in red. 
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A few points to remember: 

 Items should be imported in Base currency only. 

 Item code field refers to Item name in WTM Account Books. 

 Description refers to the Sales description provided in the item creation page. 

 Similarly, Rate and Account refer to Sales rate and Sales account respectively. 

 The Purchase details will be mapped only if you have mentioned the correct value in the Item Type field - 

Sales / Purchases / Sales and Purchases. 

Note: Download the Sample file to compare how the perfect import file should be made. 

Exporting Items 

 To export items from your WTM Account Books, select the Export Items option from the settings drop-down. 

 

 

 Select the Module for which you would like to export data. 

 Click the dropdown under Fields in Export File to select a template (If you don’t select an export template, all 

data fields will be exported). 

 Select the format in which you wish to export: CSV or XLS. 
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 Click Export and save the file into your desired location. 

 

Other Actions 

You can also mark your items as Active, Inactive and Delete your items. 

 You can edit the details of the items you created by clicking on the specific items. 

 To mark the item as Active or Inactive and to delete, click on the check-box for selecting the items you wish to 

do the action for. 

 After selecting the items, you will be able to view the Mark as Active button, Mark as Inactive button and 

the Delete icon on top of the items window. 

 

 

 

 Click on the Mark as Active button to make an inactive item to active state, click on the Mark as 

Inactive button to make an active item to inactive state. 

 Click on the Delete icon and select OK from the pop-up to permanently delete the items selected. 
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Note: If the items that you wish to delete have already been part of any transactions, they cannot be deleted. Instead, they 

can be marked as Inactive. 
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COMPOSITE ITEM 

A Composite item in WTM Account Books is a single commodity that is made up by putting two or more items and/or 

services together. With composite items you can, 

 Create kits and sell them for customized rates. 

 Perform assemblies to create finished goods. 

Let’s run through one of many scenarios in which the composite item feature comes in handy. 

Scenario: Sam runs a home appliance showroom. During festive seasons, he provides a combo offer on appliances such 

as microwave and mixer, when bought together. He also includes 1 year free service as part of this offer. 

Using the Composite Items feature in WTM Account Books, he puts together all the items and services to create a kit. 

He then sells this kit for a customized rate. 

But this time around, he wants to mix and match the items in all sorts of combinations. So, he creates bundles out of the 

composite item, within which he adds more attractive items and gift cards to boost his sale. Every time he bundles a 

composite item, the stock level of the items that constituting the composite item decreases proportionally. Thus, enabling 

him to have complete control of his stock flow. 

You can also perform assemblies with composite items by bundling raw materials and charges per hour per lab our it 

takes to create finished goods. 

Guide Layout: 

 Composite Items module 

o Creating a Composite Item 

o Creating a Composite Item with serial number 

o Editing a Composite Item 

o Deleting a Composite Item 

o De-activating a Composite Item 

o Importing Composite Items 

o Exporting Composite Items 
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Composite Items 

Important note: By creating a composite item, you are only defining the composite item. If you have not added any 

opening stock, the creation process will not have any effect on the stock level of the composite item. To increase the 

stock level of a composite item, follow one of the 3 ways - bundling the associated items, adjusting the stock of the 

composite item or purchasing the composite item. 

To create a composite item: 

 

 Open the Items tab. 

 Now, under the Items module, you will be able to find the Composite Items feature, ready for action 

 

To create a composite item: 

New Composite Item 

 Click New Composite Item 

 Enter all the necessary details inside the fields provided. (Note: The fields labeled in red are mandatory).  
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 You can associate an image with the composite item either through drag and drop method or just by uploading 

it. 

 Under Associate items field, add the items and quantity of these items that constitute the composite item. 

 Click Save to successfully create the composite item. 
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Note: You can also add one composite item inside another in WTM Account Books. However, note that this 

encapsulation is possible until only one level. 

 

Creating a composite item with serial numbers 

If your composite items have designated serial numbers, you can record them in WTM Account Books and later 

add them to your sales transaction. 

 

 

Prerequisite: The subscription plan that you choose must allow you to use this feature.  

 Open a new composite item page. 

 Fill up the essential details. 

 Choose Track serial number option under Advanced Inventory Tracking section. 
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 Hit Save to create a serial number tracked composite item. You can add new serial numbers for this item later 

while creating a purchase bill.  

 Or, if you have entered an opening stock, you can add the serial numbers for the given opening stock in the same 

page as comma separated values. 

Editing a composite item 
If at any point, you wish to alter the items and services that comprise the composite item, you can do so by editing 

it. 

To do so, 

 Open the preferred composite item. 

 Click the Edit button on the item details page. 

 Make the desired changes. 

 Click Save to apply the changes. 
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Deleting a composite item 

To delete a composite item: 

 Open the preferred composite item. 

 

 Click More-Delete. 

 Confirm your action. 

Note: You cannot delete a composite item that has transactions associated to it. Instead, you can mark it 

as Inactive. 

 

De-activation & Re-activation of a composite item 

If you are skeptical about deleting a composite item but at the same time, you no longer have any use for it, then 

you can have it de-activated in  WTM Account Books. 

To do so: 

 Navigate to the preferred composite item. 
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 Click More-Mark as Inactive. 

On confirming, the composite item becomes inactive and will not be available while adding items to transactions. 

Note: You can reverse this action at any point of time. 

 

Importing / Exporting Composite Items 

Instead of adding the items one by one to your inventory, you can use this short-cut to bulk load the items in one 

sweep and save a lot of time. 

To import composite items into your WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Composite Items module. 

 Click the Menu icon(Top-right corner). 

 Select Import Composite Items Or Export Composite Items option from the drop-down. 
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Note: You can download the sample file from this page to get an idea on how to create the files you need to import. 

 

 Here, you can upload either a CSV or TSV type file. 

 Choose the Character Encoding involved from the drop-down. By default, the character encoding is UTF-

8(Unicode). 

 Choose the File Delimiter(comma or semicolon). By default it will be comma for a CSV. 

 Click Next to proceed to mapping fields window. 

 Click the Export button. The file will now be downloaded to your computer. 
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PRICE LISTS 

Price lists are lists of prices of items on sale. They can be used to mass control/modify your item prices for a specific 

customer/vendor or transaction. 

 

Guide Layout: 

 Creating a price list 

o Markup/Markdown by Percentage 

o Entering Item Rates Individually 

 Editing a price list 

 Deleting a price list 

Why price lists? 

To understand price lists better, let’s see an example. Assume that you have 5000 items in your inventory, and you wish 

to give a 10% discount for Christmas or a summer sale. To do this, it would be unfeasible to edit the prices of all your 

items every time and overwrite your items. 

You can overcome this situation using Price Lists. You can create price lists for each and every situation or case and 

apply them to your contacts (customer or vendor) or transactions and accordingly have your item prices altered for those 

customers or orders. 

Summing it all up, a price list can be used to: 

 Offer products regularly at a lesser price for a loyal customer. 

 Offer products at a higher price for new or one time customers. 

 Offer products at a different price to businesses in a particular country. 

 Offer products at a much lesser price for valuable prospects. 
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 Assign to vendors who provide regular or occasional offer on items. 

 

Areas of Application: 

You can associate a price list to: 

 a contact - can be a customer or vendor. 

 a particular transaction - sales order, invoice, purchase order and even a bill. 

Creating a price list 

To create a new price list, 

 

 Click on the Item 

 Select the option called Price Lists in the drop down. 

 You will be directed to the Price Lists module under Settings. 
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 Provide a Name for your price list. 

 Choose the Type of your price list. If you choose Sales, your price list will be available for sales transactions, and if 

you choose Purchases your price list will be available for purchase transactions. 

 Choose how you want to control the Item rate. You can do so in two ways: 

o by percentage 

o by entering the rate individually for each item. 

Depending on the choice, the price list creation process will differ significantly. 

Choice 1 - Markup/Markdown by Percentage: 

 On choosing by percentage, proceed to the Percentage field. 

 Choose whether you wish to markup or markdown and enter the percentage of the cost that you want to mark up or 

markdown. 

 Configure how your prices must be rounded off to, by entering the round off value. 

 Add a Description for your price list. 

 To finish, click on the Save button. 

Editing a price list 

 

 Click on the Item. 

 Select the option called Price Lists in the drop down. 

 You will be redirected to the Price Lists module under Settings. 

 Over your cursor over the preferred price list. 
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Deleting a price list 

To delete a price list: 

 

 

 Click on the gear Item. 

 Select the option called Price Lists in the drop down. 

 You will be redirected to the Price Lists module under Settings. 

 Hover your cursor over the price list that you wish to delete. 

 Click on the Trash bin icon to the right of the price list. 

 This will be followed by a confirmation pop-up. 

 Click on the Ok button to delete the price list. 
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TRANSFER ORDER 

You can transfer your product from one warehouse to another warehouse. You can see all the details of all the branches 

at one click. 

 

New Transfer Order 

You can create new transfer order from here. 

 

After that you should click on Initiate Transfer or Transfer and Receive. 
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After transfer order, that status will  look like “ in Transit” Mode.  

 

You should click on that and click to mark As Received and assign received date. 
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Hit The SAVE Button. Now you can see, that In Transit mode status cleared, and now it’s showing Transferred.  
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Chapter No. 6 

BANKING 

Banks all over the world form the backbone for the multitude of transactions that take place between people to business 

and business to business. Everything from receiving payments from customers, settling the dues with your vendors to 

making payments for everyday expenses will take place through your bank. 

As a business owner, you will need a solution to address the difficulty of monitoring and recording transactions in your 

bank account and, at the same time make sure it’s in sync with your accounting software. The Banking module in WTM 

Account Books will help you address these issues and make reconciliation a breeze. 

Learn more about how the Banking module, with the help of Bank Feeds, helps you in managing and reconciling your 

bank and credit card accounts in WTM Account Books.  

Add a Bank or Credit Card Account 

 Manually Adding Accounts 

 Manually Adding Accounts 

 Importing Bank Statements Manually 

 Importing CSV Bank Statement 

 

Adding Transactions 

 Money IN 

Money OUT 

Edit 

Bank Reconciliation 

 

 

https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/banking/accounts.html
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Manually Adding Accounts 

Sometimes, the bank or credit card you are searching for might not be available. In this case, you can manually add 

those accounts and import statements. 

 Navigate to the Banking module and click on the Add Bank or Credit Card button. 

 Click on the Enter your account manually button, to add an account manually. 

Bank Account 

If you wish to manually add a Bank accounts, select Bank option from the Select Account Type tab. 
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Fields Description 

Account Name The name of your bank account that will be displayed in the transaction pages. 

Currency 
Currency in which the bank account transactions are handled. You can select the 

currency from the drop down. 

Account Number Account number provided by the bank to your account. 

Bank Name Name of the bank which holds the account. 

Routing Number 
Routing number is an exclusive identification number assigned to banking institutions 

by the American Bankers Association (ABA). 

 

Credit Card Account 

If you wish to manually add a Credit Card account, select the Credit Card option from the Select Account 

Type tab.  
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Fields Description 

Account Name The name of your credit card account that will be displayed in the transaction pages. 

Currency 
Currency in which the credit card account transactions are handled. You can select the 

currency from the drop down. 

Bank Name Name of the bank which issued the credit card you hold. 

 

Importing Bank Statements Manually 

Now, import statements into the manually created account. Click the Import Statement button to import. WTM 

Account Books supports CSV and TSV format files to be imported as statements. 

 

Click Here 
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In the import statement window 

 Choose a file to be uploaded in one of the supported file formats (CSV, TSV) 

 Click the dropdown under the Amount Column Type section: 

 Select Double Column if your import file has two different columns recording deposits and 

withdrawals in it. 

 Select Single Column and Amount Type if your import file has a single column indicating a debit 

(withdrawal) or a credit (deposit) transaction and a separate column for the amount. 

 Select Single Column with Negative Values if your import file has just one column where 

positive values indicate deposits and negative values indicate withdrawals. 

 Select the encoding of your choice and click Next. 

 Match the fields with the Import File Headers and hit Next. 

 Check the preview and select Import. 

  

Cli

ck 
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e 
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Importing CSV Bank Statement 

To import CSV OR TSV  bank statements: 

 Select a bank account to which you want to import the bank statement. 

 Click the Import Statement button in the top-right corner. 

 Click the Choose File option and select Choose File from Desktop or Choose File from Documents. 

 Select the CSV bank statement and ensure that the CSV file size does not exceed 1 MB. 

 Click Open. 

 Select the bank of the statement from the dropdown in the popup and check the “I agree to the Terms and 

Conditions” option. 

 Click Save and the CSV will be uploaded. 

 Check the file is password protected option if can be unlocked only using a password and enter the 

password. 
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 Click Import. 

Adding Transactions 

In many instances, you would wish to record manual entries for your offline transactions for your bank or credit card 

accounts. These entries might not be a part of your bank feeds but would make an important entry for your business 

records. 

 Navigate to the Banking module, and select the account in which you would like to record a transaction. 

 Select the desired transaction you would like to manually record in your account from the Add 

Transaction drop down, placed on top of the transactions window. 

 Once the transactions are recorded, it will be labeled as Manually Added. 

                                                                     

Money Out 

In a business, you will have to pay for your vendors, transfer money, pay for your purchases and record expenses. These 

can be manually recorded in your accounts from the options given under the Money Out tab from the Transactions drop 

down. 

Money In 

Just like the way expenses are recorded, the money that your customers pay, sales, interests, refunds on expenses, 

deposits and other incomes can be recorded manually from the options given under the Money In tab from 

the Transactions drop down. 
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Edit:  
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Bank Reconciliation 

It is a process of matching and ensuring whether the closing balance is in sync with the amount cleared from the account. 

This way a business owner can keep track of the money leaving the account to the actual money being spent. This is done 

for a particular accounting period. In WTM Account Books, you can reconcile your bank accounts with the closing 

balance and hold it as your reference. 

 Navigate to the Banking module and select the account you would like to reconcile for a particular accounting 

period. 

 Select the Reconciliation History option from the Settings drop down. 
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In the Reconciliation window, select the Reconcile Account option. 

 

 

 

In the details for the reconciliation to take place, enter the start and end date of the period you would like to reconcile. 

Enter the closing balance that is in accordance with your bank account. 
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In the next window, you would be shown the transactions of your bank accounts. Here you would be able to check the 

boxes and associate the transactions in accordance with the closing balance. >P.S: Only the matched, categorized and 

manually added transactions will be shown in the reconciliation window. The matched and categorized transactions will 

be automatically checked. 

 

 

 f you check the deposits, the total in the Clearing Amount increases and for withdrawals it decreases. 

 You need to make sure that the Closing Balance and Clearing Amount are in sync and the Difference shows 0. 

 You can also add transaction to adjust your clearing amount by selecting the +Add Transaction option below 

the transaction window. 

 After you finish reconciling your account, click on Reconcile to finish the process. 

 If you would like to do the reconciliation later, click on Save and Reconcile Later. 

 After a successful reconciliation, the status in the reconciliation window will display the status as Reconciled. 
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Chapter No.7 

SALES 

Sales is activity related to selling or the amount of goods or services sold in a given time period. 

There are following details under Sales TAB.  

 Estimates 

 Sales Orders 

 Delivery Challan 

 Invoices 

 Payments Received 

 Credit Notes 
 

 

Estimates 

An estimate is a quote or a proposal for the products you sell or the services you render to your clients to take your 

business forward. 
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Create New Estimate: 

 Click on the + icon either next to the Estimates tab or the New Estimate button placed on top of the estimate 

window to create a new estimate. 

 You will be navigated to a new window for entering the details for the new estimate to be created. 

 Enter the details for the customer related fields 

 

 Under the Customer name field, you can either pick the customers from the list you have already created or you 

can add a new customer. 

 After filling up the required details, click on Save to add the new customer to the estimate being created. 

 In the Estimate# tab an estimate number is generated by default. If you wish to manually enter an estimate 

number, click on the Settings icon next to the tab and a pop-up will appear where you can select between auto-

generated estimate number or manual entry of estimate numbers. 
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 In the Expiry Date tab, you can set the date by which the estimate when not responded will expire. 

 Price List for the estimate can be selected from the price list you have already created under the price lists menu 

from Items tab 

 In the Sales Person tab, type to add a sales person or choose an already created sales person name. 

 

Items can be added from the list of items shown in the dropdown that are already created by you in your WTM Account 

Books. If you want to add a new item select the Add New Item option from the dropdown which will navigate to a pop-

up for filling the details for a adding a new item 

 To add another item, click on Add another line option. 

 Enter the Quantity, Rate and Tax if applicable from the dropdown. Tax dropdown shows only the taxes you 

created in the settings tab under taxes section. Learn more about Taxes. 

 Enter the Discount rate, Shipping Charges and Adjustments if applicable. 

 You can enter the Customer Notes and Terms & Conditions for the estimate. This will be carried forward while 

converting the estimate into an invoice. 

 

https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/taxes.html
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You can also change the Template of the estimate, by clicking on Change and select another template. 

 

 Now click on Save to create the new estimate 
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 Now click on Save to create the new estimate 

Estimate to Invoicing work flow. 

Estimate Draft 

 Now you can follow the procedure to successfully create an estimate for the contact. 

 After creating the new estimate, you will be able to find the estimate in draft under the estimate tab. 

 Send the estimate to your customer by clicking on the Email icon placed on top of the estimate window. 

 Now you can follow the procedure to successfully create an estimate for the contact. 

 After creating the new estimate, you will be able to find the estimate in draft under the estimate tab. 

 Send the estimate to your customer by clicking on the Email icon placed on top of the estimate window. 
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Convert to Sales order 
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Marking your Estimate as Accepted 

 

 Now the estimate can be marked as accepted by selecting the Mark as Accepted option from the More drop 

down placed above the estimate window 

 If you have sent the estimate and the customer has agreed to the deal, you can manually mark it as accepted from 

the More drop down. 

 Once the estimate is accepted, you can convert the estimate into an invoice by clicking on the Convert to 

Invoice option. 

 

 

Converting an Estimate to Invoice 

You can also manually convert an estimate into an invoice. 

 

 Click on the estimate you would like to invoice, and select the Convert to Invoice button placed on top of the 

estimate window and you will be navigated to a new invoice form where the details from the estimate will 

already be populated. 
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Other Actions 

You can Edit, Clone, Print, download as PDF, Mail and Delete your estimate. 

 

 

 

 You can edit by clicking on the Edit icon, print an estimate by clicking on the Print icon, download as PDF by 

clicking on the PDF button and send an email by selecting the Email icon provided on the top of the estimate 

window. 
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Sales Order 

A sales order is a financial document that confirms an impending sale. It is raised when an initial estimate is approved 

and the transaction is underway, and details the exact quantity, price and delivery details of the products or services being 

sold. Perform the simple operations mentioned below to create and manage Sales Orders for your business. 

 

New Sales order:   

 Click on the + icon either next to the Sales Order tab or the icon placed on top of the sales order window to 

create a new sales order. 
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 Under the Customer name field, you can either pick the customers from the list you have already created or you 

can add a new customer 

 

 

 

 After filling up the required details, click on Save to add the new customer to the sales order being created. 
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 In the Sales Order# tab a sales order number is generated by default. If you wish to manually enter a sales order 

number, click on the Settings icon next to the tab and a pop-up will appear where you can select between auto-

generated estimate number or manual entry of sales order numbers. 

 

 

 Items can be added from the list of items shown in the drop down that are already created by you in your WTM 

Account Books account. If you want to add a new item select the Add New Item option from the drop down 

which will navigate to a pop-up for filling the details for a adding a new item 

 To add another item, click on Add another line option. 

 Enter the Quantity, Rate and Tax if applicable from the drop down. Tax drop down shows only the taxes you 

created in the settings tab under taxes section. Learn more about Taxes. 

 Enter the Discount rate, Shipping Charges and Adjustments if applicable. 

 You can enter the Customer Notes and Terms & Conditions for the sales order. This will be carried forward 

while converting the sales order into an invoice. 

 You can also change the Template of the sales order, by clicking on Change and select another template. 

https://www.zoho.com/in/books/help/settings/taxes.html
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After creating Sales Order, you can convert this into Delivery challan, Purchase order, clone or Invoicing . 

also you can delete from here.  

 

 

Delivery Challan 

A Delivery Challan is a formal document that is created in situations where goods are being transported from one place 

to another which may or may not result in sales. Example: Transfer of goods from the Head Office to its branches. 

Delivery Challans are sent along with the shipment of goods. It contains the details of items and quantity of goods being 

delivered. 
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Use-Cases: 

 Supply of goods on approval. 

 The quantity of goods to be delivered cannot be determined during dispatch. Example: supply of liquid gas. 

 Transportation of goods for job work. 

 Transport of goods in a semi-assembled state or completely in parts. 

 

 

Guide map 

 Creating a Delivery Challan. 

 Status of a Delivery Challan. 

 Recording a Return 

 

Creating a Delivery Challan 

To create a Delivery Challan in WTM Account Books, 

 Navigate to the sidebar in Sales. 

 Click the ‘+’ button adjacent to Delivery Challans. 

 Enter the details of the Delivery Challan in the creation form. 

 Click Save. 
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Statuses of a Delivery Challan 
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Revert to Open 

If you want to undo the returns recorded: 

 Go to the Delivery Challan module on the sidebar. 

 Open the delivery challan. 

 Dropdown more tab 

 Click on Revert to Open  

 

 

 

 

Covert to Invoice 

 

 

 

In some situations, all the goods that you transport may not go into sale. In this case, you can record the return of 

the goods that have been delivered but not yet billed. 

For instance, John has sent three boxes of raw materials to a manufacturing firm and issued a delivery challan for 

its transportation. After delivering, it turns out that they only require two boxes at the moment. Now, he can issue 

an invoice only for the boxes that his customer accepts and record a return of the other items. 
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Invoices 

Invoice is a document sent to your client that indicates the products/services sold by you with the payment information 

that the client has to make. Learn everything about invoices in WTM Account Books from here. 

 Status of Invoices 

 Creating a New Invoice 

 Customer Details 

 Item Details 

 Payment Options, Terms & Conditions, Templates 

 Recording a Payment Manually 

 Adding Services as Items in your Invoice 

 Send Invoices to Customers 

 Attaching Files to your Invoice 

 Payments Received 

 Clone your Invoice 

 Write-Off or Making your Invoice Void 

 Other Actions 

Status of Invoices 

Status Description 

Draft Invoices when created will be in Draft status before being sent to the customer. 

Due Invoices once sent to the customer with a due date for payment, will be shown as Sent. 

Overdue Once the due date for payment is exceeded, it will be shown as Overdue. 

Partially Paid When the payment is made for a part of the items in the invoice, it will be shown as Partially Paid. 
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Status Description 

Paid Once the payment is made by your customer for the invoice raised, it will be shown as Paid. 

 

Creating a New Invoice 

Click on the + icon either next to the Invoices tab or click on the New Invoice button placed on top of 

the invoice window to create a new invoice. 
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A new invoice creation form will open up for entering the details for creating a new invoice. 
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Customer Details 

You will now learn about filling up the fields related to your customers in the invoice creation form. 

 

 
Customer Name: 

This field should contain the name of the customer whom you wish to raise an invoice for. You can either pick the 

customers from the list you have already created or you can add a new customer by selecting the New Customer option. 

Note: While creating a new customer,  if you wish to add transactions in a different currency, choose the currency from 

the drop down provided next to the currency tab. 

Once you have selected a customer, WTM Account Books will show if the customer has any unpaid invoices and the 

address of the customer. 

 For Unpaid Invoices, a notification will be shown just below the Customer Name field and by clicking on the 

notification you will be able to view all the unpaid invoices with the amount due for the selected customer. 

 

 The address of the customer can also be edited from the create invoice screen. 
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Fields Description 

Invoice Number 

An invoice number is an unique Id for the invoices created. This field generates an invoice 

number by default.  

Click on the Settings icon next to the field and a pop-up will appear where you can choose to 

auto-generate the invoice numbers each time or manually add the invoice number each time 

you create an invoice. 

Order Number If you wish to enter an order number as a reference to this invoice, it can be added here. 

Invoice Date Date on which the invoice is generated. 

Payment Terms 

You can set the due date of the invoice by selecting one of the options in the terms drop 

down. You can also create a new payment term by clicking on the New Term option from the 

drop down and set your custom name and due date period. 

 

P.S: You can associate a specific payment term to your customer by adding it at the time of 

creating the contact. When you create the invoice for the customer, the associated payment 

term will be applied for the invoice. 

Due Date 
The date on which the payment for the invoice is to be made. This is based on the invoice due 

date and the payment term. 

Price List 

Select the price list you wish to apply to the invoice from the price list options you have 

created.  

 

P.S: Price List field will appear in the invoice only if price lists feature is enabled.  

Sales Person 
You can type to add a sales person or choose a name that already exists. This field is very 

helpful in identifying the sales person who closed a deal. 
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Fields Description 

Item Rates Are 

You can choose your line items’ rates to be Tax Exclusive or Tax Inclusive. To enable this 

tab, head to More Settings > Preferences > General and check the option Enable the option 

to mark your sales transaction as either Tax Exclusive or Tax Inclusive 

 

Item Details 

You will now learn about filling up the fields related to the items you wish to add in the invoice creation form. 

Select an item from the list of items shown in the drop down. If you wish to add a new item, you can select the Add New 

Item option from the drop down list. 
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Fields Description 

Item Details 

Item Name: 

Name of the item you are selling to your customer. 

Item Description: 

Description of the item you are selling to your customer. 

Quantity The number of items to be billed in the invoice. 

Rate 

The rate of the item. 

If the ‘GST Inclusive’ option is enabled, kindly make sure that you add the rate of the item 

inclusive of all taxes. 

Discount 
Discount can either be applied to the invoice at the item level or at the invoice level. Learn 

more about Discount Settings. 
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Fields Description 

At item level, you can set discounts for each item you add in the invoice. 

Amount The final amount of the item after calculating the discount and taxes. 

Invoice Level Discount / Charges 

Fields Description 

Adjustment 
You can adjust your total invoice amount by entering a +ve or a -ve charge which you like 

to be applied. 

Discount Discount at an invoice level will be applied to the sub total of all item rates put together. 

Shipping Charges Charges you wish to apply for shipping the product to your customer. 
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Payment Options, Terms & Conditions, Templates 

Fields Description 

Customer Notes 
Enter notes relating to the invoice which will be displayed on the invoice when sent to the 

customer. 

Payment Options 

Select the payment option that should be used for charging the customer or for the customer to 

make payment for the invoice. You can also choose to provide the customer with the option of 

making partial payments for the invoice by checking the Allow customers to make partial 

payments for this invoice option. 

 

You can also configure payment gateways directly from the invoice. 

 

Click on the Select Payment Modes and select the payment gateway that needs to be 

configured from the Configure and add more gateways from here section to add more 

payment gateways. 

Terms & Conditions 

Customize the terms & conditions section that will be displayed on the invoice. You can also 

customize the terms & conditions by navigating to Settings > More Settings > Preferences > 

Invoices and fill in the Terms & Conditions box. 

Template 

You can also change the Template of the invoice, by clicking on the Change and select 

another template you create. 

 

You can create and edit templates by clicking the Gear icon and navigating to More Settings 

> Templates and selecting templates under Invoice Templates. 
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Fields Description 

 

Now click on Save as Draft to create the new invoice and save it in draft state for further review before sending it to the 

customer. Click on Save and Send to send the created invoice directly to the customer. 

Recording a Payment Manually 

If your customer has chosen to pay you in person instead of any of the online methods, you can record a payment for an 

invoice manually. 

Click on any invoice towards which you wish to record the payment. Click on the Record Payment button. 

 

Fill in the required details and click on Record Payment to record a payment manually. 
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Adding Services as Items in your Invoice 

 

Invoice for services can be created by adding a custom description in the Items description field and can be billed on the 

hours of work and the rate for the service rendered to your customers. A custom description on the item will not be 

saved under items. 
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Send Invoices to Customers 

To send the invoices to your customers by email, select the Email option from the Send mail. 

 Email can be sent to the contact persons added under the customer. If the contact person is not added, a new 

contact person can be added by clicking the Add Contact Person option. Email address mentioned under CC 

will not be added as a contact person. 

 You can also choose to attach a Customer Statement and an Invoice PDF with this email. 

Attaching Files to your Invoice 

Attach bills, documents, sample files, product photos or any attachment that you need to provide your customers on your 

invoice. 

To upload attachments to your invoice, kindly follow the below mentioned steps: 

 Click on the Sales drop-down on the left sidebar, and select the Invoices tab. 

 Create a new invoice or click on an existing invoice to which you which you wish to upload the attachment(s). 

 Scroll down the New Invoice/Edit Invoice page and click on the Attach File option. 

 In the window that follows, select the file(s) which you wish to upload to invoice and click Open. You can 

upload a maximum of 5 files to an invoice. (Each file should not exceed 5 MB.) 

 This action will upload all your chosen files to the invoice. 

 After uploading the attachments you can also choose to display them in the Client Portal. Enabling this option 

will also allow the attachments to be part of emailed invoices. 

 

Payments Received 

The payments you receive for your transactions in WTM Account Books can be viewed under the Payments 

Received tab. A receipt for these payments can be seen here, with details such as date, payment mode and amount. 

Under More Information, you will be able to see the Bank Charges that were levied and under Deposit To, you will be 

able to see the account in which the money was deposited. 
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You can also view the payments received for a particular invoice by going to the Invoices tab. Open a Paid invoice and 

scroll down to view the payment details. These can also be edited or deleted from here. Clicking on the payment number 

# directly opens the receipt in the Payments Received tab. 

Details 

Once you receive an online payment or manually record one in WTM Accounts Books, the corresponding receipt will be 

displayed in the Payments Received tab. The following details will be included 

 Date - The date on which the payment was recorded. 

 Payment # - Unique payment ID number. 

 Customer Name - The customer who has made the payment. 

 Invoice # - The reference ID of the invoice on which the payment was recorded. 
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 Mode - The means through which the payment was received (Cash, check, online gateways etc.). 

 Amount - The amount paid by your customer. 

Other options 

 Edit - You can edit a payment yet to be matched in WTM Account Books by opening it and clicking on 

the Edit option. 

 PDF - Download a payment receipt in portable form by simply opening it and selecting the PDF icon in the top 

left corner. 

 Print - You can print a copy of the payment receipt by opening it and clicking on the print icon in the top left 

corner. 

 Email - You can email a copy of the payment receipt by opening it and clicking on the Email icon. 

 Attach File - You can attach files to a payment receipt from your computer and add it as an attachment while 

emailing it to your customer. 

 Delete - A payment yet to be matched in WTM Account Books can be deleted by opening it and clicking on 

the Delete button. 

 

Clone your Invoice 

Create a duplicate of the invoice you had previously in Account Books. 
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There are situations where you would just want to create a duplicate of an invoice to send to your customer. You can do 

that by following the steps below. 

 

 From the More drop down present on top of the invoice window, select the Clone option. 

 This will allow you to create a duplicate of your invoice, the date of the invoice will be on the date of cloning. 

 As you will be navigated to the invoice form, you can also edit details before saving the invoice. 

 

Other Actions 
Filters 

Filters are an easy way of listing your invoices within a specified view. It helps you get better views to suit your current 

needs. 

In WTM Account Books, you have two types of filter: 

Default Filters 

Filter Description 

All All your invoices will be listed under this view. 
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Filter Description 

Draft 
All those invoices, in the draft status, will be listed in this category. i.e. These invoices would 

have been saved as Draft. 

Client Viewed This view lists all those invoices, which your clients have viewed from their client portal. 

Partially Paid 
The invoices which have received partial payment and have dues remaining get listed in this 

view. 

Unpaid Use this filter to view all the invoices which have are Unpaid, on that date. 

Overdue Overdue invoices are those invoices which are in unpaid after the due date is crossed. 

Paid This view is used to assort all those invoices for which payment has been received in full. 

 

Custom Views 

Custom Filters are specific views to list your invoices, based on your criteria. 

For example, out of all your invoices in WTM Account Books, you might want to view those invoices, which are due for 

payment this week. 

With Custom Views, you can simply create this filter, set criteria and use it to classify data. 

Payments Received 

The payments you receive for your transactions in WTM Account Books can be viewed under the Payments 

Received tab. A receipt for these payments can be seen here, with details such as date, payment mode and amount. 

Under More Information, you will be able to see the Bank Charges that were levied and under Deposit To, you will be 

able to see the account in which the money was deposit You can also view the payments received for a particular invoice 
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by going to the Invoices tab. Open a Paid invoice and scroll down to view the payment details. These can also be edited 

or deleted from here. Clicking on the payment number # directly opens the receipt in the Payments Received tab. 
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Details 

Once you receive an online payment or manually record one in WTM Account Books, the corresponding receipt will be 

displayed in the Payments Received tab. The following details will be included, 

 Date - The date on which the payment was recorded. 

 Payment # - Unique payment ID number. 

 Customer Name - The customer who has made the payment. 

 Invoice # - The reference ID of the invoice on which the payment was recorded. 
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 Mode - The means through which the payment was received (Cash, check, online gateways etc.). 

 Amount - The amount paid by your customer. 

Other options 

 Edit - You can edit a payment yet to be matched in WTM Account Books by opening it and clicking on 

the Edit option. 

 PDF - Download a payment receipt in portable form by simply opening it and selecting the PDF icon in the top 

left corner. 

 Print - You can print a copy of the payment receipt by opening it and clicking on the print icon in the top left 

corner. 

 Email - You can email a copy of the payment receipt by opening it and clicking on the Email icon. 

 Attach File - You can attach files to a payment receipt from your computer and add it as an attachment while 

emailing it to your customer. 

 Delete - A payment yet to be matched in WTM Account Books can be deleted by opening it and clicking on 

the Delete button. 
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Custom View 

Custom Views are specific views to list your payments, based on your criteria. For example, you might want to view just 

the advance payments or any payment on a selected date. With Custom Views, you can simply create this filter, set 

criteria and use it to classify data. 

To create one,  

 Go to the module. 

 Under the Filters drop down (from the top left) select + New Custom View. 
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 In the following page, type an appropriate Name, define the Criteria and select the Column Preferences. 
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 Click Save. Your new custom field will now be listed under Created By Me in the dropdown. 

 You can Edit/Delete the custom view you created by clicking the Pencil icon near the Filters dropdown.  

 Make your changes and click Save. 

 Click Delete to delete a custom view.  

Credit Note 

Credits in WTM Account Books represent the money that you owe your customer. A credit note is issued in the 

customer’s name in order to keep track of this debt until it’s paid off. The debt remains until it’s refunded or subtracted 

from the next invoice you send your customer. 

Creating a credit note 

To create a credit note in WTM Account Books: 

 Click the Sales tab and select Credit Notes from the dropdown. 

 Click the + button adjacent to Credit Note or click the + New button on the top right corner. 

 Enter the details of the credit note in the creation form. 

 Click Save as Draft or Save as Open to create the credit note. 

Or, you can create a credit note directly from an invoice in the name of the customer you want to issue those credits for. 

To do this, 

 Log in to your WTM Account Books account. 

 Scroll down the Sales tab on the home panel to view Invoices. 

 Filter to view the unpaid invoices in the name of the customer for whom you want to issue credits. 

 Click on More - Create Credit Note. 

 

 

Credit notes can also be created by selecting a customer from the Contacts tab. Select New transaction - Credit Note and 

proceed to create the credit note. 

You can view and edit these anytime by scrolling down the Sales tab to view Credit Notes. Clicking on the pencil icon 

highlighted below lets you edit the credit recorded. 
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Edit: 
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Mandatory fields 

You will need to enter the following information while recording Credit. 

 Customer name - The customer you issue the credit for. 

 Credit note # - Unique number assigned to each credit note. You can choose to auto generate your credit note 

number by clicking on the gear icon next to this box. 

 Credit note date - The date on which the credit is being recorded. 

 Item description - An item has to be selected if you have enabled inventory for your organization. 

 

Closing a credit note 

By applying to invoice 

Credits you issue a customer can be applied to an invoice raised for the same customer. Doing so will reduce the invoice 

amount accordingly. To do this, 

 Open the credit note created and selected the option Apply to invoice. 

 A list of the invoices raised for that customer is displayed. Select the appropriate one and specify the amount to 

be applied. 
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 The invoice amount and the credit available are reduced accordingly. 

 If all the credits are used up, the status of the note is changed to Closed. 

This can also be done by opening the corresponding invoice and selecting Use credits. Or, simply click on the update on 

the invoice telling you there are credits available for that customer. 

 

 

With a refund 

If you’ve made a direct payment to your customer towards the amount owed to him, you can record this in WTM 

Account Books against the corresponding credit note created. To do this, 

 Open the credit note. 

 Select More – Refund. 

 Specify the refund date and amount refunded before saving it. 

 The payment is recorded and the credit note is closed. 

The payment recorded can be deleted by scrolling down till you see the Refund history. Click on the trash icon next to 

the recorded payment to delete the payment. The credit note status is changed to Open. 

 

Tracking Inventory 

If you have enabled inventory for your organization and raise a credit note towards items returned by your customer, 

your stock quantity will automatically be adjusted accordingly. 
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This is handy for scenarios where your customers return some items back to you and you need to account for this in 

WTM Account Books. While recording the credit you offer your customer in place of the returned goods, simply specify 

the item quantity and this will automatically be adjusted in your WTM Account Books items list. 

 

Other actions 

 Void - You can void a credit note on which no payment has been made yet, by opening it and selecting More - 

Void. The note will be rendered invalid. This action can be reverted by selecting the void note and clicking 

on More - Convert to Draft 

 Delete - You can delete a credit note on which no payment has been made yet, by opening it and selecting More 

- Delete. 

 Print - You can print a copy of the credit note by opening it and clicking on the print icon in the top left corner. 

 PDF - Download a credit note in portable form by simply opening it and selecting the PDF icon in the top left 

corner. 

 Email - You can email a credit note to your customer by clicking on the email icon in the top left corner 

 

 

Sort - Credit Notes can be filtered and viewed according to its status. 

 Refund - The credit notes that you’ve saved as draft will be in the Refund status.  

 Open - The credit notes that you’ve saved/converted as open and are yet to be paid off to customers. 

 Closed - The credit note has been accounted for, either through a refund or by associating it to an invoice. 

 Void - The credit note has been made invalid. 
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Chapter No.8 

PURCHASE 

A purchase order is an official document that a buyer issues to a seller, indicating relevant information about what they 

want to buy, the quantity, the price agreed for that particular product or service. Perform the simple operations mentioned 

below to create and manage Purchase Orders for your business. 

 

 

 
Kindly find below details. 

Purchase Orders 

Expenses 

Bills 

Payments Made 

Vendor Credits 

Purchase Order 

A purchase order is an official document that a buyer issues to a seller, indicating relevant information about what they 

want to buy, the quantity, the price agreed for that particular product or service. Perform the simple operations mentioned 

below to create and manage Purchase Orders for your business. 

Create & Send Purchase Orders 

 Statuses of Purchase Orders 

 Enabling Purchase Order 

 Creating a New Purchase Item 
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 Creating a New Purchase Order 

Converting Purchase Order to a Bill 

Other Actions 

 Expected Delivery Date 

 Mark as Billed 

 Cancelling Purchase Order 

 Importing Purchase Order 

 Attaching Files with Purchase Order 

 Edit, Clone, Print, PDF, Mail, Delete 

Create & Send Purchase Orders 

 Statuses of Purchase Orders 

 Creating a New Purchase Item 

 Creating a New Purchase Order 

Statuses of Purchase Orders 
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Creating a New Purchase Item 

Before you proceed to creating a purchase order, you can create an item. 

Creating a new account: Create a new Cost of Goods sold (COGS) account in the Chart of accounts tab under settings 

found in the left bottom corner. The COGS account is necessary to map the item that is purchased, to your accounting 

books. 

Creating a new item: If you would be buying an item on a regular basis, you can create the item as a purchase item and 

map the same to a COGS account that you already have (If you do not have one, create a new COGS account). You can 

create it in the items tab under settings, or when creating the purchase order. 
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Creating a New Purchase Order 

 Click on the + icon either next to the Purchase Order tab or the New Purchase icon placed on top of the 

purchase order window to create a new purchase order. 

 

 

Note: To create pre GST transaction (transactions dated before 1st July 2017), click the dropdown adjacent to the +New 

button and select Create Purchase Order 

 You will be navigated to a new window for entering the details for the new purchase order to be created. 
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Enter the details for the vendor related fields 

 

 Under the Vendor name field, you can either pick the vendors from the list you have already created or you can 

add a new vendor. 
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 After filling up the required details, click on Save to add the new vendor to the purchase order being created. 

 In the Purchase Order# tab a purchase order number is generated by default. If you wish to manually enter a 

purchase order number, click on the Settings icon next to the tab and a pop-up will appear where you can select 

between auto-generated estimate number or manual entry of purchase order numbers. 

 

 Date tab is the date on which the purchase order is created. 

 In the Delivery Date tab, you can set the date by which the product should be delivered by the vendor to the 

you. 

 In the Shipment Preference tab, you can choose or type to add the preferred method of shipment to be done by 

the vendor. 
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 In the ‘Item Rates Are’ tab, you can choose your line items to be ‘Tax Exclusive’ or ‘Tax Inclusive’ 

Enter the Item Details for the Purchase Order. 

 

 Items can be added from the list of items shown in the drop down that are already created by you in your WTM 

Account Books account. If you want to add a new item select the Add New Item option from the drop down 

which will navigate to a pop-up for filling the details for a adding a new item. 
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 To add another item, click on Add another line option. 

 Enter the Quantity, Rate and Tax if applicable from the drop down. Tax drop down shows only the taxes you 

created in the settings tab under taxes section. Learn more about Taxes. 

https://www.zoho.com/books/help/settings/taxes.html
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 You can enter the Notes and Terms & Conditions for the purchase order. Check the Use this in future box to 

use the terms & conditions in all future purchase orders. This will be carried forward while converting the 

purchase order into an invoice. 

 The address to deliver can be changed by clicking on the Destination to Deliver. 

 

 You can also change the Template of the purchase order, by clicking on Change and select another template. 
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P.S: Templates can be customized by navigating to Setting > More Settings >Templates and choosing from the 

purchase order templates. Learn more about associating templates to specific contact. 

 Now click on Save as Draft to save the new purchase order in draft state, Save and Send to save the purchase 

order as open and the purchase order will also be sent to the contact 

 

Converting Purchase Order to a Bill 

 Click on the Purchase Order tab. 

 Select the Purchase Order that you wish convert to a bill. 

 Click on ‘Convert to Bill’ in the specific Purchase Order detail page. 
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 The purchase order details will be carried forward to the Bill creation page. 

 Once the fields are entered, click on ‘Save’. 

 Or We can directly convert into Clone, Mark As Closed, Delete, and cancelled. 
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Expenses   

A typical expense is incurred when money goes out of your pocket. Whether it’s a product you buy from your 

vendor to run your business, or food that you eat while on business trips, it’s important to track the money you 

spend 

 

Creating an Expense 

To create an expense in WTM Account Books 

Go to the Purchases tab on the home page of WTM Account Books, and select Expenses. 

 Click on the ‘+ New’ button and select ‘Record Expense’ to create a new expense. 
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Field Description 

Date Date on which the expense is generated 

Expense Account Select the account you wish to record the expense in 

SAC Enter the SAC Code that is associated with the expense 

Amount Enter the expense amount 

Paid Through The means through which the payment was made 

Vendor The vendor to whom the payment was made 

GST Treatment 

Select the GST treatment for the expense 

 
Registered Business- A registered business owner  

Unregistered Business- An unregistered business owner  

Consumer- Not a business owner  

Overseas- When you are importing services  

SEZ- Transactions with Special Economic Zone  

GST Not Applicable- Expenses like employee salary 

Destination of 

Supply 

It is the registered place of business of the selected customer. Select a State or Union 

Territory from the dropdown. 
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Field Description 

Reverse Charge Check this box if this transaction is applicable for reverse charge 

Tax Select a tax/tax group for the expense 

Invoice# 
Invoice number is mandatory only when the transaction is with a registered business 

owner 

Notes Enter notes relating to the expense 

Customer Name You can choose to associate this expense to a customer and mark it as billable 
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We can edit or delete this expense from here. 
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BILLS 

When your vendor supplies goods/services to you on credit, you’re sent an invoice that details the amount of money you 

owe him. You can record this as a bill in WTM Account Books and track it until it’s paid. 

 

Creating a bill 

 From Purchase Order 

 Recurring Bill 

 Bill Payments 

 Recording from bill 

 Applying vendor credits 

 Bill of Entry 

 Bill Status 

 Other options 

 Payments Made  

 

Creating a Bill 

To create a bill in WTM Account Books 

 Go to the Purchases tab on the home page. Scroll down to Bills. 

 Click the New Bill button on the top right corner of the window. 

 Enter the required information such as the bill number and vendor towards whom the bill is payable. 

 Click Save as Draft or Save as Open. 

To create pre GST transaction (transactions dated before 1st July 2017), click the dropdown adjacent to the +New button 

and select Create Bills  
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Note: 

 If you’re purchasing goods from a supplier who is not registered under GST, the receiver will be liable to pay 

the GST associated to the transaction (instead of the supplier collecting and paying it).                       This 

method of tax collection is known as the reverse charge. 

 If you’re buying from an unregistered vendor and if you’re paying GST for that transaction, you can check this 

option “option name” 

From Purchase Order  

A purchase order that is in the open status can be converted to a bill by opening it and selecting the option convert to 

bill. All the details such as the vendor name and items list will be auto filled. 

Recurring Bill 

A recurring bill represents money owed to a vendor on a periodic basis, and recording it can be automated in WTM 

Account Books. An example of such a bill would be the monthly charges you owe your internet vendor. 

To create and automate a recurring bill, 

 Go to the Purchases tab on the home page of WTM Account Books, and scroll down to Recurring Bills. 

 Click on the ‘+’ icon. 

 Provide the required information such as vendor name and recurring frequency and hit Save. 

You can also make an existing bill recurring by clicking on it and selecting More -> Make recurring. Enter the required 

information and hit Save. 
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Bill Payments 

Recording from bill 

You can record a bill payment by opening the bill and selecting the option Record Payment. You’re required 

to fill in the details of the payment, such as the amount and date etc. Once you save the payment, the status of 

the bill changes to Paid or partially paid accordingly. 
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Applying vendor credits 

You can create and apply a credit you’ve received from a particular vendor on a bill that is in his/her name. The credit 

amount you’re owed is subtracted from the bill amount accordingly. 
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Bill Of Entry 

Bill of entry lets you record custom duty and other charges involved with the import of goods from vendors outside India 

or from SEZs (special economic zones). A bill of entry can be created for a bill which is in the Open status. 

A bill of entry will reflect on your GSTR-3B and GSTR-2 return. This will update the GSTN with custom duty and other 

charges that you had incurred during the import of your goods. 

Note: Bill of entry can be generated only for Vendors who are in SEZ or overseas. 

Enabling Bill Of Entry: 

In order to create bill of entry in WTM Account Books you will have to enable Do you want to enable overseas 

trading option under GST settings. Follow the below mentioned steps to get started. 

 Click the Gear icon and select Taxes. 

 Select GST Settings. 

 Check the Do you want to enable overseas trading option for Overseas Trading. 

 Select an account to track overseas trading. 

 Click Save. 

Note: If you haven’t configured GST settings in WTM Account Books, 

To create a bill of entry, follow the below mentioned steps: 

 Go to the Purchases tab on the home page. Scroll down to Bills. 

 Select the bill for which you wish to create a bill of entry. 

 Click the More buttons and select Create Bill of Entry from the dropdown. 

 In the following bill of entry creation page, enter the details of the bill of entry, custom duty charges and other 

additional charges that you incurred for that transaction. 

 Click Save. 
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Fields Description 

Bill of Entry# The bill of entry number is the unique ID for a bill of entry created. 

Port Code Provide the custom Port code for the transaction. 

Date Date on which the bill of entry is generated. 

Paid Through 
The account from which the payment was made. Accounts in your base currency 

will be listed in the dropdown. 
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Fields Description 

Reference# Any number that you would like to link to the bill of entry for reference purpose. 

Assessable Value 
The amount for a line item will be fetched from the bill, you can add additional 

charges like landing charges (if any) to this field. 

Custom Duty + 

Additional Charges 

You can record charges like custom duty, education cess and higher education 

cess involved with that transaction. 

Taxable Amount 
Taxable amount includes Assessable Value + Custom Duty + Additional 

Charges. 

Tax Select the tax group with all the taxes associated to that transaction. 
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Bill Status 

The status of your bills can be viewed from the Bills tab drop down as shown below, 

 Draft - The bills that you’ve saved as draft will be in the Draft status. Bills in draft status will not have any 

impact in accounts, inventory or reports. 

 Open - The bills that you’ve saved as open and are yet to be paid will be in Open status. 

 Overdue - The due date for these bills has passed and payment needs to be made promptly, probably with an 

overdue penalty if levied by the vendor. 

 Partially Paid - A portion of these bills have been paid and the remaining amount is outstanding. 

 Paid - These bills has been completely paid. 

 Unpaid - All your outstanding bills, whether Open, Overdue or Partially Paid. 

 Void - These bills have been made redundant. 
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Other Options 

 Void - You can void a bill by opening it and selecting More - Void. The note will be rendered invalid. This 

action can be reverted by selecting the void bill, clicking the More - Convert to Draft. 

 Delete - You can delete a bill by opening it and selecting More - Delete. 

 Edit - You can edit a bill by opening it and clicking on the pencil icon in the top left corner 

 Print - You can print a copy of a bill by opening it and clicking on the print icon in the top left corner. 

 PDF - Download the bill in portable form by simply opening it and selecting the* PDF* icon in the top left 

corner. 
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Payments Made 

The payments you make on your bills in WTM Account Books can be viewed under the Payments Made tab. You can 

also view the payments you’ve made by going to the Bills tab. open a Paid bill and scroll down to view the payment 

details. These can also be edited or deleted from here. Clicking on the payment number # directly opens the receipt in 

the Payments Made tab. 

Once you make an online payment or manually record one in WTM Account Books, the corresponding receipt will be 

displayed in the Payments Made tab. 

 

 

Once you make an online payment or manually record one in WTM Account Books, the corresponding receipt will be 

displayed in the Payments Made tab. 
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PAYMENT MADE 

The payments you make to your Vendors in exchange for a supply can be recorded in the Payments Made module of 

WTM Account Books. Each time a payment is made to your Vendor, you record a receipt for the payment with details 

such as date, payment mode and amount. This lets you track the money moving out of your organization.  

You can also view the payments made to your vendors from the Bills tab. click the particular Bill and navigate to 

the Payments Made tab present near the Comments and History tab to view details of the payment alongside the Bill.   

Recording Payments 

Recording the payments in WTM Account Books is easy. Even if you forget how much you owe to your vendor, WTM 

Account Books gives you the exact log of payments to be made and keeps you updated.  

Payments to vendors can be in 2 forms. It can be either a regular bill payment or an advance payment. Let’s see how you 

can record them both in WTM Account Books. 

 Recording Bill Payments 

Recording Bill Payments: 

You can record the payments you make to vendors against bills. There may be cases where you might have received a 

Bill from your vendor and you can choose to make partial payments for the same. So each time you record a payment in 

WTM Account Books, the amount due gets automatically adjusted. So, while WTM Account Books takes care of your 

cash, you can take care of your business.  

To record a Bill Payment: 

 Navigate to the Payments Made module from the Purchases dropdown.  

 Click the ‘+’ button adjacent to Payments Made or click the + New button on the top-right corner of the 

window. 
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 Enter the details of the Bill in the Bill Payment tab. 

Fields Description 

Vendor Name The vendor to whom the payment is made. 

Amount  The amount paid. 

Payment Date  The date on which the payment is recorded. 

Payment Mode  The mode of money payment. 

Paid Through The account from which money is paid. 

Reference# Reference number for the payment, if any.  

 

 

 Enter the amount in the payments table. You can also choose to pay the entire balance by clicking Pay in Full. 
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 Click Save. 
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Other Actions 

The other actions that you can do in this module of WTM Account Books are as follows. You will be able to find the 

other actions section at the top of every transaction, and in case of the Refund Voucher, you will be able to find them 

adjacent to the Refund Vouchers in the refund history section.  

Edit - Click the Pencil icon to edit a payment.  

Print - Print a copy of the payment receipt by clicking the Print icon. 

PDF - Download and save a copy of the payment receipt simply clicking the PDF icon.  

DELETE- Click for delete this receipt 
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Custom Fields 

Custom Views are specific views to list your payments, based on your criteria. For example, you might want to view just 

the advance payments or any payment on a selected date. With Custom Views, you can simply create this filter, set 

criteria and use it to classify data. 

To create one,  

 Go to the Payments Made module. 

 Under the Filters drop down (from the top left) select + New Custom View 

 

 
 

 In the following page, type an appropriate Name, define the Criteria and select the Column Preferences. 

http://account.wtmit.com/setting/preference/customfield/paymentmade/findAll
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 Click Save. Your new custom field will now be listed under Created By Me in the dropdown. 

 You can Edit/Delete the custom view you created by clicking the Pencil icon near the Filters dropdown.  

 Make your changes and click Save. 

 Click Delete to delete a custom view.  
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Vendor Credits 

Vendor credits are credits that you receive from your vendor, and is treated as an equivalent of physical cash that the 

vendor owes you. This helps you track the money you’re owed until it is either paid by said vendor at a later date i.e. 

refunded, or subtracted from any future bill amount due to that vendor. 

In a normal scenario, the vendor issues you credits via a credit note. You can record this in WTM Account Books 

as a vendor credit note and track the money you’re owed. 

When to record a vendor credit in WTM Account Books. 

1. You make an advance payment to your vendor, and the final bill amount comes out lesser than the amount you 

paid. The vendor simply keeps the rest of the money and issues equivalent credits in your name. You can track 

this in WTM Account Books simply by recording this amount as a vendor credit. When you apply it to the next 

bill in the vendor’s name, the bill amount is reduced accordingly. 

2. Your vendor just sent you the ten boxes of phones you ordered, but two of those boxes contain damaged phones. 

You inform him of this and he issues a credit note towards the value of those two boxes. He will apply these 

credits to the next invoice he sends you, but how do you track this internally to make sure he does? The answer 

is vendor credits 

 

Creating vendor credits 

 Click on the + icon either next to the Vendor Credits tab or the +New Vender Credits Button to create a new 

vendor credit. 

 

 You will be navigated to a new creation window, enter the necessary details and click Save. 

 You can choose to associate bill number to a vendor credit to keep track of the transaction. 

Note: Associating the bill number does not apply vendor credits to the bill. 
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Or, you can also create a vendor credits directly from a bill in the name of the vendor. To do this, 

Mandatory fields 

You will need to enter the following information while recording vendor credits. 

 Vendor name - The vendor you receive the credit from. 

 Credit note # - Unique number assigned to each credit note. You can choose to auto generate your credit note 

number by clicking on the gear icon next to this box. 

 Account - The account that you want to use to track the credit. 

 Item description - An item has to be selected if you have enabled inventory for your organization. 
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Closing a vendor credit note 

By applying to bill 

Vendor credits can be applied to a bill raised for the same vendor. Doing so will reduce the bill amount accordingly. To 

do this, 

 Open the vendor credit note created and selects the option Apply to bill. 

 A list of the bills raised for that vendor is displayed. Select the appropriate one and specify the amount to be 

applied. 
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 The bill amount and the vendor credit are reduced accordingly. 

 If all the credits are used up, the status of the note is changed to Closed. 

With a refund 

If you’ve received a direct payment from the vendor towards the amount owed to you, you can record this in WTM 

Account Books against the corresponding vendor credit note created. To do this, 
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 Open the vendor credit note. 

 Select More – Refund. 

 

 

 Specify the refund date and amount refunded before saving it. 

 The payment is recorded and the credit note is closed. 
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The payment recorded can be deleted by scrolling down till you see the Refund history. Click on the trash icon next to 

the recorded payment to delete the payment. The credit note status is changed to Open. 
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Other actions 

 Void - You can void vendor credits by opening the credit note and selecting More - Void. The note will be 

rendered invalid. This action can be reverted by selecting the void note and clicking on More - Convert to open 

 Delete - You can delete vendor credits by opening the credit note and selecting More - Delete. 

 Print - You can print a copy of the credit note by opening it and clicking on the print icon in the top left corner. 

 PDF - Download the credit note in portable form by simply opening it and selecting the PDF icon in the top left 

corner. 

 Edit- You can edit also from here. 
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Sort - Vendor credits can be filtered and viewed according to the status of the credit note. 

 Draft - The vendor credits that you’ve saved as draft will be in the Draft status. Vendor Credit in draft status 

will not have any impact in accounts, inventory or reports. 

 Open - The vendor credit note has been created and is due payment by the vendor. 

 Closed - The vendor credit note has been accounted for, either through a refund or by associating it to a bill. 

 Void - The credit note has been made invalid. 
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Chapter No. 9 

ACCOUNTANT 

The accountant module in WTM Account Books allows you to manage all your accounts right from income to expenses. 

other than managing your accounts, you can also record journals manually to make account adjustments and can re-

calculate the base currency balances of your foreign currency transaction using base currency adjustments. 

 Manual Journals 

 Creating a Manual Journal 

 Chart of Accounts 

 Creating a New Account 

 

Manual Journals 

 Creating a Manual Journal 

 Manual Journal for Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable 

 Manual Journal for Bank Accounts 

In reality, journals are used by accountants to work directly with the general ledger to create both debit and credit entries 

for unique financial transactions. The journal entries are recorded in chronological order. The specialty journals are Sales 

Journals, Purchase Journals, Cash Disbursement Journal and Cash Receipt Journal. 

In WTM Account Books, manual journals can be used to record these unique financial transactions which cannot be 

recorded normally otherwise. E.g.: Depreciation rates for a month cannot be recorded normally; in this case a manual 

journal for the depreciation rate can be recorded for the particular month. 

 

Creating a Manual Journal 

In the manual journal section, select the +New Journal button to create a new journal. 

 Select the Date on which the adjustment needs to be made by creating a journal. 

 Enter a Reference Number with which the journal will be associated. 
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 Notes are a mandatory field for a journal to be recorded. Mention the reason for creating a journal as it is always 

a unique reason. 

 

 

 

 Check the Journal Type as Cash based Journal if your account adjustment has been done by cash transaction. 

 Choose the currency in which you wish to make the journal entry. 

 Select the Account from which the amount is debited and an account to which the amount is credited. 

 Choose the contact whom you wish to associate to the journal entry. 

 Enter the Debit and Credit amount that needs to be recorded. 

P.S.: Make sure the amount debited is equal to the amount credited. 

 Click Save. 
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Journals created can be edited by selecting the specific journal from the manual journal window. 

Generally the Balance Sheet & Profit and Loss reports gets affected on recording manual journals. For more reports 

you can navigate to Reports > Accountant and view the General Ledger, Journal Report and Trial Balance. 

Manual Journal for Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable 

Accounts Receivable: 

Manual Journal for Accounts Receivables will be classified under a separate Accounts Receivable account in WTM 

Account Books. 

Let’s assume that you are migrating to WTM Account Books from another system that you are currently using. 

Considering that you have many unpaid invoices in that system, which need to be brought in here. 

You can aggregate the total of all these receivables, and record them as an opening balance in the manual journal for 

Accounts Receivable. 

Also, there may be certain cases, where you will need to record some transactions, which are not a part of your business 

sales. But these transactions may account to some receivables. For example, Outsourced services. 

This is where the manual journal for AR comes into work. You can post an adjusting journal entry debiting AR and 

Crediting your Service account. 

Accounts Payable: 

These are amounts that a company/organization owes to a supplier, from whom they purchased goods & services on 

credit. You can record manual journal entries for accounts payable in the following cases : 

1. When you purchased goods from your supplier, on credit. Or made payment using a credit card. 

2. When a payment is made for a credit purchase made earlier 

Also, there may be other scenarios where you cannot directly record a payable and will have to enter it manually, as a 

payable. 

Note : The transactions made are taken on an Accrual Basis. 
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P.S.: Manual Journals can be recorded for accounts involving FCY (Foreign Currency) but not for Credit Cards & 

Banking modules. 

If you are not sure about creating manual journals for your account adjustments, please take the help of your accountant 

or bookkeeper. 

Invite your accountant or bookkeeper as a User in the organization, so that they can take care of the journal entries. Learn 

more about inviting a user to the organization 

Navigate to Accountant module and go to the Manual Journal section. 

 

Field Description 

Date The date for which the journal is created. 

Journal # The order of the journals created, it is based on chronological order. 

Reference 

Number 
Reference number that can be associated with the created journal. 
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Field Description 

Currency The currency in which you wish to record the journal entry. 

Amount The amount for which the journal is credited and debited. 

Notes Any notes relating to the created journal. 

Contact 
Enter or select the customer (for accounts receivable) or vendor (for accounts payable) – This is a 

mandatory field. 

Manual Journal for Bank Accounts 

You can create a manual journal using the bank accounts that you’ve added in the Banking module. After you create a 

manual journal, the recorded transaction will be listed as a Manually Added transaction in the respective bank accounts 

as a deposit or a withdrawal. 

 

You can match the manually added bank transaction to an uncategorized transaction. To match: 

 Go to the Uncategorized Transactions tab of the respective bank account in the Banking module. 
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 Select an uncategorized transaction. 

 The best and possible matches are listed in the right pane which will contain the manually added transaction if 

the amount and date are same. 

 Click Match on the respective transaction. 

                                                   

Note: It is not possible to create a manual journal using a bank account and Accounts Payable or Accounts Receivable. 

Also, you can create accounts on the go in certain modules. Say Bills. 

 Go to the Bills module and click on the +New button. 

 Click on the Select Account drop down menu. 
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 Click on + New Account and a pop-up page is displayed. 
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 Select the appropriate Account Type and give an Account Name. 

 Choose a suitable Parent Account and fill in the other details. 

 Hit Save button. 

In the same way, you can create sub-accounts in the modules such as Settings, Items, Credit 

Notes, Expenses, Recurring Expenses, Purchase Orders, Bills, Recurring Bills and Vendor Credits. 
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Note: You can create a sub-account under a sub-account but this is limited to only two levels of sub-accounts. However, 

you can create multiple sub-accounts under a parent account. 

Currently, you can create sub-accounts under all the following Account Types, 

 Other Asset 

 Other Current Asset 

 Cash 

 Fixed Asset 

 Stock 

 Other Current Liability 

 Long Term Liability 

 Other Liability 

 Equity 

 Income 

 Other Income 

 Expense 

 Cost of Goods Sold 

 Other Expense 

WTM Account Books allows you to view the reports either in Collapsed view or expanded view, Collapsed view 

displays the parent accounts while the expanded view displays a drill down report along with the sub-accounts. 

 To view the effect of Accounts in the Profit and Loss Report, navigate to Reports > Business Overview > 

Profit and Loss. 
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 You can view the effect of Sub-Accounts in the Cash Flow Statement by navigating to Reports > Business 

Overview > Cash Flow Statement. 
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 To view the effect of Sub-Accounts in the Balance Sheet, navigate to Reports > Business Overview > Balance 

Sheet. 
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 The changes reflected by sub-accounts in the General Ledger can be viewed by navigating to Reports > 

Accountant > General Ledger. 
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 To view the effect of sub-accounts in the Trial Balance Report, navigate to Reports > Accountant > Trial 

Balance. 
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Chart of Accounts 

The Chart of Accounts in WTM Account Books consists of a wide range of accounts that are generally used with any 

type of business. The accounts are classified into different types such as Income, Expense, Equity, Liability & Assets. If 

you are not sure about customizing accounts for your business or on different business scenarios, please take the help of 

your accountant or bookkeeper. 

Income 

 Income 

 Other Income 

Expense 

 Expense 

 Cost of Goods Sold 

 Other Expense 

Equity 

 Equity 

Liability 

 Other Current Liability 

 Credit Card 

 Long Term Liability 

 Other Liability 

Assets 

 Other Asset 

 Other Current Asset 

 Cash 

 Bank 

 Fixed Deposit 

 Stock 
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Any extra account that you add from the other modules, i.e., adding an account in the banking module, adding an 

inventory account, creating a new purchase account in the inventory module, will be reflected in the chart of accounts. 
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Creating a New Account 

To create a new account in the chart of accounts, navigate to Accountant > Chart of Accounts and select +New 

Account. 
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Chapter No. 10 

REPORTS & CUSTOM REPORT 

REPORTS 

For a business owner, nothing is more than, knowing your growth and translating them into facts & figures. Hence, to 

ensure this, WTM Account Books provides systematic reports, that can help you in keeping track of your business, your 

products and your contacts. 
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Dashboard 

 Overview of dashboard sections 

 Things to remember 

General Report Management 

 Running a report - general procedure 

 Printing Reports 

 Exporting Reports 

 Viewing Reports in Full Screen 

Business Overview 

  Profit and Loss 

  Cash Flow Statement 

  Balance Sheet 

 Accountant 

  Account Transactions 

  General Ledger 

  Journal Report 

  Trial Balance 

 Inventory 

  Inventory Summary 

  Inventory Valuation Summary 

  Inventory Valuation Details 

  FIFO Cost Lot Tracking 

  Warehouse Details

 

 Sales 

  Sales by Customer 

  Sales by Item 

  Sales by Sales Person 

 Receivables 

  Customer Balances 

  Aging Summary 

  Aging Details 

  Invoice Details 

  Retainer Invoice Details 

  Estimate Details 

http://account.wtmit.com/report/profitAndLoss
http://account.wtmit.com/report/cashFlowStatement
http://account.wtmit.com/report/balanceSheet
http://account.wtmit.com/report/accountTxn
http://account.wtmit.com/report/generalLedger
http://account.wtmit.com/report/journal
http://account.wtmit.com/report/trialBalance
http://account.wtmit.com/report/inventorySummary
http://account.wtmit.com/report/inventoryValuationSummary
http://account.wtmit.com/report/inventoryValuationDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/fifoCostLotTracking
http://account.wtmit.com/report/warehouseInventorySummary
http://account.wtmit.com/report/warehouseInventorySummary
http://account.wtmit.com/report/salesByCustomer
http://account.wtmit.com/report/salesByItem
http://account.wtmit.com/report/salesBySalesPerson
http://account.wtmit.com/report/customerBalance
http://account.wtmit.com/report/invoiceAgingSummary
http://account.wtmit.com/report/home#/reports/invoiceaging/details
http://account.wtmit.com/report/invoiceDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/home#/reports/retinvdetails
http://account.wtmit.com/report/quoteDetail
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 Payments Received 

  Payments Received 

  Time to Get Paid 

  Credit Note Details 

  Refund History

 

 Payables 

  Vendor Balances 

  Aging Summary 

  Aging Details 

  Bills Details 

  Payments Made 

  Refund History 

  Purchase Order Details 

  Purchase Orders by Vendor 

 Purchases and Expenses 

  Purchases by Item 

  Expense Details 

  Expenses by Category 

  Expenses by Customer 

 Taxes 

  Tax Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://account.wtmit.com/report/paymentReceived
http://account.wtmit.com/report/timeToPay
http://account.wtmit.com/report/creditNoteDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/refundHistory
http://account.wtmit.com/report/refundHistory
http://account.wtmit.com/report/vendorBalance
http://account.wtmit.com/report/billAgingSummary
http://account.wtmit.com/report/home#/reports/billsagingdetails
http://account.wtmit.com/report/billDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/paymentMade
http://account.wtmit.com/report/vendorRefundHistory
http://account.wtmit.com/report/purchaseOrderDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/purchaseOrderByVendor
http://account.wtmit.com/report/purchaseByItem
http://account.wtmit.com/report/expenseDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/expenseByCategory
http://account.wtmit.com/report/expenseByCustomer
http://account.wtmit.com/report/taxSummary
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Fields Description 

Account Name Enter the name of the account you would like to create for your organization. 

Account Type 

Select the type of account under which you would like to classify your new account. 

 

Description Enter a description about the account for handling any future references. 

Check on the Add to the watch list on my dashboard box to have the account and its related transactions in your 

dashboard for quick reference. All the new accounts that are created here will be reflected in the respective modules. 

Dashboard 

Get the complete overview of your organization at a glance with our smart dashboard, that gives you the 

synopsis of your items, sales and purchases. 

Guide Layout: 

 Overview of dashboard sections 

 Things to remember 
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Overview of dashboard sections 

The dashboard is divided into 6 sections: 

 Sales Activity - this section displays the number of items that need packaging, shipping, delivery and invoicing. 

 Inventory Summary - this section displays the total quantity of items you have on hand and the total quantity of 

ordered items that are yet to reach your warehouse. 

 Product Details - this section lets you know the number of items that are below their reorder points(Low Stock 

items), total number of item groups and the total number of items in your inventory. This section will also let 

you know the percentage of active items on your inventory and 7 top selling items by volume (top selling items 

alone can be viewed for a time period of your choice). 

 Purchase Order - this section with tell you the total quantity of items ordered from vendors and their value. 

 Sales Orders - this section will list the number of sales orders from direct sales and each of your e-commerce 

channels for a time period of your choice. 

 Sales Order Summary graph - this section will display a graph that displays the value of sales across different 

channels for a time period of your choice. 
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Note: The numeric data available under the first 3 sections of the dashboard are actually linked to their respective 

modules. For example, when you click on the number displayed against Low Stock Items under Product Details, the 

system will redirect you to the items module containing only a list of your low stock items. 

Managing Reports 

Guide Layout: 

 Running a report - general procedure 

 Printing Reports 

 Exporting Reports 

 Viewing Reports in WTM Sheet 

 Viewing Reports in Full Screen 

Running a report - general procedure 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module 

 Select your preferred report. 

 Click on Customize Report at the top of the report. 

 Specify a date range and click on the Run Report button. 

 Doing this will generate that report for the time period of your choice. 

 Note: Certain reports have additional fields which need to be configured before running a report. 

 

Printing Reports 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select your preferred report. 

 Specify a date range and click on the Run Report button. 

 Any report can be printed by clicking on the Print button available on the top header. 

 Clicking on the Print button will take you to a standard printer interface from which you can proceed. 

Exporting Reports 

 Import Note: You can export reports in three formats - PDF, CSV and XLS. 
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To do so: 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the preferred report. 

 Click on the Export as button on the top-right corner. 

 Choose the desired format from the drop-down. 

 Doing so will export the report to your default download folder in the desired format. 

 

 

Viewing Reports in Full Screen 

To do so: 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the preferred report. 

 Click on the Export as button on the top-right corner. 

 Click on the Full Screen button from the top-right corner. 

 Your report can now be viewed in all its glory across the entirety of your screen. 

Inventory Reports 

 
 

 

Guide Layout: 

 Overview 

 Product Sales Report 

 Product Purchase Report 

 Inventory Details 

 Inventory Valuation Summary 

 FIFO Cost Lot Tracking 

 

Overview 

 Inventory reports are reports exclusively generated for the inventory tracked items in your organization. 

 Currently we support four different inventory reports - Product Sales Report, Product Purchase Report, 

Inventory Details and FIFO Cost Lot Tracking report. 

 They can be accessed from the Reports module under the Inventory section. 
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 They can also be accessed from within other reports by clicking on the name of that report and selecting the 

preferred inventory report from the drop-down. 

 

Product Sales Report 

To generate a product sales report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Product Sales Report under the Inventory section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be /into magically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the product sales report for that period. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 

Product Purchase Report 

To generate a product purchase report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Product Purchase Report under the Inventory section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the product purchase report for that period. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 

 

Inventory Details 

To generate an inventory details report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 
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 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Inventory Details under the Inventory section of the Reports page. 

 Select your preferred Mode of Stock Tracking for this report. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. 

 In case of a custom date, you can manually select the date for the report. The report will display the Inventory 

Details from the date inventory was started to the date specified by the user. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the inventory details report for that period. 

 This report also has a parameter called the Mode of Stock Tracking. You can run this report based on your 

preferred mode of tracking the stock coming and going out. We have two modes of stock tracking for which this 

report can be generated: 

o Physical mode of stock tracking - based on receives (stock in) and shipments (stock out). 

o Transactional mode of stock tracking - based on bills (stock in) and sent invoices (stock out). 

 Additional Note: You can configure your mode of stock tracking from General Preferences under Settings. 

 Some Additional Information about the report fields: 

o Quantity Ordered: This quantity will be calculated based on the number of Issued purchase orders 

currently available for an item. 

o Quantity In: This quantity is calculated based on the No. of vendor Bills raised/purchase Receives 

recorded by you. 

o Quantity Out: This quantity is calculated based on the No. of Invoices sent/Shipment Orders generated 

for customers by you. 

o Quantity Available: This quantity is calculated based on the mode of stock tracking chosen. 

 

Inventory Valuation Summary 

To generate an Inventory Valuation Summary report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Inventory Valuation Summary report under the Inventory section of the Reports page. 

 You can generate this report either for all the items or for a specific item chosen by you in the Items field. 

 You can select the Date Range for your report by clicking on the Customize Report button. 

 Once you’re ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the Inventory Valuation Summary report for that 

period. 

 The Inventory Valuation Summary report contains the following data fields - ITEM NAME, QUANTITY 

AVAILABLE, and INVENTORY ASSET VALUE. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 Some Additional Information about the report fields: 
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o Quantity Available: The physical quantity of the product available in your warehouse. 

o Inventory Asset Value: The asset value of the stock which is available for the product. 

 

FIFO Cost Lot Tracking 
 

To generate a FIFO cost lot tracking report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the FIFO Cost Lot Tracking under the Inventory section of the Reports page. 

 You can generate this report either for all the items or for a specific item chosen by you in the Items field. 

 Select your preferred Mode of Stock Tracking for this report. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the from and to date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the FIFO cost lot tracking report for that period. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 
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 The report fields are divided into two sections - PRODUCT IN and PRODUCT OUT. 

 The PRODUCT IN section includes - DATE, TRANSACTIONS, RECEIVED FROM, ITEM NAME, 

QUANTITY and TOTAL. 

 The PRODUCT OUT section includes - DATE, TRANSACTIONS, DISPERSED TO and QTY 

DISPERSED. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 You can run this report for all your items or a specific item of your choice. 

 This report will match the items going out against the items coming in as per the first in first out principle. 

Sales Reports 

Summary: 

Access reports associated with the sales that you have recorded and managed in WTM Account Books. Analyze your 

sales orders, invoices, customers and payments to plan your sales strategies ahead. 

Overview: 

 Overview 

 Payments Received 

 Sales by Customer 

 Sales by Item 

 Customer Balance 

Overview 

 Sales reports are reports exclusively generated for sales transactions and the items that have sales information in 

your organization. 

 Currently we support seven different sales reports - Sales Order History, Invoice History, Payments Received, 

Packing History, Sales by Customer, Sales by Item and Customer Balance report. 

 They can be accessed from the Reports module under the Sales section. 

 They can also be accessed from within other reports by clicking on the name of that report and selecting the 

preferred sales report from the drop-down. 
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Payments Received 

To generate payments received report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Payments Received report under the Sales section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the from and to date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the from and to date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the payments received report for that period. 

 

 The payments received report includes the following data fields - PAYMENT#, DATE, REFERENCE#, 

CUSTOMER NAME, PAYMENT METHOD, NOTES, INVOICE AMOUNT and UNUSED AMOUNT. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 This report displays all the available invoice payment receipts, their related details and their payment modes for 

a chosen time frame. 

 Clicking on a CUSTOMER NAME of an entry will redirect to the overview page of that contact. 

Sales by Customer 

To generate a sales by customer report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Sales by Customer report under the Sales section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 
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 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the sales by customer report for that period. 

 From this report, you can further generate drilled down sales reports for each customer. For more information, 

please refer to the report takeaways section. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 

 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 This report displays all the customers to whom you sold your products and their associated details for a chosen 

time frame. 

 Clicking on a CUSTOMER NAME of an entry will redirect to the overview page of that contact. 

 Clicking on any of the parameters like the INVOICE COUNT, SALES or the SALES WITH TAX will 

redirect you to a drill down sales report dedicated to this customer. 

o This drill down sales report will display the list of all invoices for this customer. 

o This report has the following fields - STATUS (of the invoice), DATE, NUMBER(invoice number), 

SALES, SALES WITH TAX and BALANCE DUE. 

o You will be able to export or print this drill down sales report for a specific customer. 

Sales by Item 

To generate a sales by item report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Sales by Item report under the Sales section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current 

year and it can also be a custom date range. 
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 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the sales by item report for that period. 

 From this report, you can further generate drilled down sales reports for each item. For more information, please 

refer to the report takeaways section. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 

 

Takeaways 

 The sales by item report includes the following data fields - ITEM NAME, QUANTITY 

SOLD, AMOUNT and AVERAGE PRICE. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 You will be able to obtain sales statistics for all your inventory tracked as well as your non inventory items from 

this report. 

 All the parameters inside this report are linked to their associated data. 

 

 Clicking on the name of an item will take you to the overview page of that item. 

 Clicking on any other parameter such as - quantity sold, amount or average price will take you to a sales report 

page dedicated for that item. 

 You will be able to export or print the drill-down sales report for that item. 
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Customer Balance 

To access the customer balance report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Sales by Item report under the Sales section of the Reports page. 

 This is an auto generated report.(It is automatically generated till date) 

 It gets updated with every customer associated transaction. 

 From this report, you can further generate drilled down customer balance reports for each customer. For 

more information, please refer to the report takeaways section. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in their respective foreign currency. 

 

 The customer-balance report includes the following data fields - CUSTOMER NAME, INVOICE 

BALANCE, INVOICE TOTAL and BALANCE. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 This report displays all the customers owe you money. 

 Clicking on a CUSTOMER NAME of an entry will redirect to the overview page of that contact. 

 Clicking on any of the parameters like the INVOICE BALANCE,  BALANCE will redirect you to a dedicated 

drill down balance report for this customer. 

o This drill down balance report will display the list of all sent & overdue invoices for this customer. 

o This report has the following fields - DATE, TRANSACTION#, TRANSACTION TYPE, STATUS, 

AMOUNT and BALANCE. 

o You will be able to export or print this drill down balance report for a specific customer. 
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Purchase and Expenses  

Reports 

Summary: 

Access reports associated with the purchases that you have recorded and managed in WTM Account Books. Analyze 

your purchase orders, bills, receivables and vendors to plan your restocking workflows efficiently. 

Overview: 

 Overview 

  Purchases by Item 

  Expense Details 

  Expenses by Category 

  Expenses by Customer 

 Overview 

 Purchase reports are reports exclusively generated for purchase transactions and the items that have purchase 

information in your organization. 

 Currently we support six different sales reports - Purchase Order History, Receive History, Purchase by Vendor, 

Purchase by Item, Bill Details and Payments Made report. 

 They can be accessed from the Reports module under the Purchases section. 

 They can also be accessed from within other reports by clicking on the name of that report and selecting the 

preferred purchase report from the drop-down. 

 

 

Purchases by Item 

To generate a purchases by item report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

http://account.wtmit.com/report/purchaseByItem
http://account.wtmit.com/report/expenseDetail
http://account.wtmit.com/report/expenseByCategory
http://account.wtmit.com/report/expenseByCustomer
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 Select the Purchases by Item report under the Purchases section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the purchases by item report for that period. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 

 

 The purchases by item report includes the following data fields - ITEM NAME, QUANTITY 

PURCHASED, AMOUNT and  AVERAGE PRICE. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 You will be able to obtain purchase statistics for all your inventory tracked as well as your non inventory items 

from this report. 

 All the parameters inside this report are linked to their associated data. 

 

 Clicking on the name of an item will take you to the overview page of that item. 

 Clicking on any other parameter such as - quantity purchased, amount or average price will take you to a 

purchase report page dedicated for that item. 

 You will be able to export or print the report for that item. 
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Expense Details 

To generate an EXPENSE details report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the expense Details report under the Purchases section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 

 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the bill details report for that period. 

Note: The price amounts will be displayed in your base currency. 

 

 The expense details report includes the following data fields – NO, DATE, REFERENCE#, CUSTOMER 

NAME, VENDOR NAME, CATEGORY, AMOUNT. 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 This report displays a list of all the available EXPENSES, their details and their real time statuses for a specific 

time frame. 

Expenses by Category 

To generate Expenses by Category report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Expenses by Category report under the Purchases section of the Reports page. 

 Select a Date Range for your report. It can be a standard date range from the previous year or the current year 

and it can also be a custom date range. 
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 On selecting a standard choice, the From and To date fields, will be automatically derived. 

 In case of a custom date range, you can manually change the From and To date fields. 

 Once you ready, click on the Run Report button to generate the payments made report for that period. 

 

 The Expenses by Category report includes the following data fields – NO, CATEGORY NAME & AMOUNT 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of these fields. 

 This report displays a list of records bearing the Expenses by Category you have made to your vendors for a 

chosen time frame. 

 Clicking on a VENDOR of an entry will redirect to the overview page of that contact. 

Vendor Balance 

To generate a Vendor Balance report, 

 Log in to WTM Account Books. 

 Navigate to the Reports module. 

 Select the Vendor Balance report under the Purchases section of the Reports page. 

 This is an auto generated report.(It is automatically generated till date) 

 It gets updated with every customer associated transaction. 

 From this report, you can further generate drilled down vendor balance reports for each customer. For more 

information, please refer to the report takeaways section. 
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 The vendor balance report contains the following data fields - VENDOR NAME, BILL TOTAL, BILL 

BALANCE & BALANCE 

 The report data can be sorted as per any of this fields. 

 This report displays a list of vendors and the balance amount to be paid to them. 

 Clicking on a VENDOR will redirect to the overview page of that contact. 

 Clicking on BALANCE will redirect to the Vendor Balance Details report which contains the details of the 

Bills. 
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CUSTOM REPORT 

You can create multiple reports as per your requirements.  

 Steps: Go to report and then click on Custom Report button. 

  

 

 

                                                                           

 

                                                                                          

                                                                

                 

 

 

 

NEW CUSTOM REPORT: Create new custom report. 
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Chapter No. 11 

DATA BACKUP 

You can backup your data from here. 
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THANK YOU 

For more information, visit our website. 

www.wtmit.com/account 

 

http://www.wtmit.com/account
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